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ABS,!'RACT

Remediation programmes were devised and implemented for two
developmental dysleXics. Extensive pre-therapy psycholil~istic
assessnent determined the developmental stage at which their
acquisition of reading skills had arrested. Subject DF had fajled
to develop orthographic skills, his pattern of performance resembled
that of surface dyslexics. Subject SP indicated arrest at the
logogrnphic stage so his performance was similar to that of
phonologioal dyslexics. Remediation focused on development of the
strategy the subject had failed to acquire. The efficaoy of
remediation was investigated employing a single subject case st.udy
inoorporaUng a crossover design with multiple baseline and repeated
p:t'e-and post-therapy measures. Both subjects indicated significant
positive effects of therapy which could only be ascribed to the
treatment. OF showed no generalisation of these effects mId did not
appear to alter his reading strategy. SP did indicate
generalisation of the effects of therapy accompanied by ohanges in
reading strategy. Theoretical exPlanations and practical
implioations of the results are discussed.
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PREFACE

'\1

The unexpected and persistent failure of a substantial proportion of
children to acguire appropriate reading skills has interested both
psychologists and educationalists for muny years (Ellis, 1985). The
majority of studies in this area have a.ttempted to l.dentify
concomitant cognitive defioits which might afford a causal
explanation for specific reading difficulties. Some of this
researoh into the underlying causes of dyslexia was motivated by the
need to help these children overcome their difficulties. A variety
of teaching strategies has been applied to remediate developmental
dyslexia. However, there have been few controlled investigations of
their efficaoy, and even fewer theor~tically motivated explanations
of their effects (Hulme, 1987).

The lack of theoretical explanations of the deficits implicated
in de~-lopmental reading disorders and of the effeots of their
treatment reflected the absence of coherent theories of reading
prior to the 1970's, In the last twenty years information processing
models of competent reading have been proposed (Ellis & Young,
1988), These have lead to developmental models of the acquisition of
reading skills such as those proposed by Frith (1885) and Seymo~r
(1987). In the light of these models of the normal process of
reading acquisition, it beC-Wlepossible to identify, and explain the
charaoteristic patterns of reading performance associated with
varicue types of developmental dysJ.exia (Ellis, 1984) Seymour, 1986;
Snowling, 1887), While the model based assessment of individual
developmental dyslexics has been well documented, this has not been
the case fo~ model-based studies of ;J;'emediat:i..on.

In the present study a model based assessment was conducted of
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two developmental dyslexics to determine their processing strategies
and identify their stage of acquisition of reading skills.
l.ndividual remediation programmes were devised and implemented for
each of the subjects. The efficacy of these programmes was
determined and their practical and theoretical implications
discussed. In Chf,pter1 thf.theooreticalbackground to the study is
p'resented. This inoludes a review of the developmental models of
reading acquisition as well 85 the models of skilled, competent
reacting, from which th~y evolved. Parallels are drawn betwedn the
pat.terns of reading performance shown on a psycholingulstic
assessment battery by acquired and developmental dyslexics.
Remediation studies which have been condUcted with acquired
dyslexics are discussed and issues relating to the methodology of
such studies are introduced. This leads into a diseussdon of the
aims present ,<;;1tudy.

Chapter 2 details the methodology of the study. The selection
of subjeots, assessment materials and procedures are reported, in
addition to the design of the remediation section and the
inoorpor.ated control test materials. The following chapter deals
with the cas" histories and assessment of the two subjectEI:DF whose
performance re~embled that of a surface dyslexic, and SP who
performed like a phonologicel dyslexic on the assessment tasks.

Chapter 4 foouses on the remediation of the two subjects. For
each subject, details of the remediation programme, its method of
implementation ana results are related. Each case study concludes
with a discussion of the re$ults of remediation. Chapt~r 5 extends
the disoussion of the l:'~sultsof thC:lstudy I advances theol:etibal
e:(planations and considers the implications eor tenching children
with specific reading difficulties.
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CHAPTER 1

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The ability to read is vitally import~1t in modern society. Readillg

is a complex oognitive skill involving the processing of written

information. Such a complex skill requires the integrate~

functioning of nanv sub-skills. Should any of these fail to develop

adequately, the individual's reading ability may fall below

exPectation. Although the majority of children learn to read

without any difficulty, there is 8. substantial minority who

experienoe unexpected difficulty in acquiring written langua.ge

skills (Rodgers, 1983; Rutter, Tizard &Whitmore, 1970; Rutter &
Yule, 1975; Yule, Rutter, Berger & 'I'hompson, 1974).

Developmental dyslexia (Ellis, 1984; Snowling, 1987) is one of

the terms uS1::.1 to refer to the condition in which an indh'idual of

average intellig.mce· fails to attain an expected level of reading

ability, in spite of adequate educatdonat and social opportunities.

Developmental dyslexia was once considered to be a unitary

condition, with one underlying deficit giving rise to common

symptomsin all cases (Ellis, 1984, 1985; HarahalL, 1984). The

influential work of Boder (1973) established three sllb-types of

developmental dyslexia. With the subsequent introdt..,)tion of

information processing models of competent reading, dyslexia was

viewed as a deficienoy in one of the processing modules or in the

oonnections between them (Marshall, 1984). This approach,

therefore, admitted many types of deVelopmental dyslexia, the

heterogeneity being "consequent upon the selective failure of a

particular adult component(or components) to develop appropriately,
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with relatively intact I normal (adult) functioning Of the rema;.ning·
components" (Marshall I 19841 p.46).

1.1 A Functional Hodel of Language ~rocessing

Cognitive neuroPsYchologists have proposed a functional model of
normal adult language proc€),::JingI based largely on evidence from
patients with acquired language drsordere (Coltheart, 198'7; Ellis II:

Young, 1988). This model (see Appendix 1) indicates two main routes
fo~ reading, a lexical/ whole-word/ direct route and a non-lexioal/
phonologioal/ indi~ect route. Competent reading requires that both
routes are availablr, The lexical route is approPl:'!a.tefor l:'eadiug
words with which the subject is familie.r, since visual
l'l')presenta.tionsof these words are stored in the Visual Input
Lexicon. This :route is not appropriate for reading unfamiliar items
such as orthographically legal nonsense words whioh are not
represented in the Lexioon. The non-lexioal route is appropriate for
reading both familiar and unfamiliar items provided they conform to
the rules of grapheme-to-phoneme oonversion. This route is not
suooessful for deooding items containing unusual or hiShly irresula.~
grapheme-phoneme correspondenoes. Suoh words are frequentlY
encountered in the English language.

Impaired functioning of a oomponent in one route leads to
relianoe on the other. Surfaoe dyslexia refers to acquired
disorders in whioh the direot route for reading is impaired. In
cases of acquit'ed surfaoe dysle~:.ia» for example patient JC in
Marsha.ll and Newoombe < 1973) I reading relied on a phonoloSioal
strategy with consequential diffioulty reading irregular words and a
preponderanoe of 'regularisation' errors. Phonologioal dyslexia.
refers to acquired disorders in whioh the phonological route for
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reading is impair'edI for example pa.tientsRG of Beauvois and
DerOUe&'Tl9(1978) and WB in Funnell (1983). These cases shlJwed
relianoe on the lexioal route for reading with consequential
difficulty reading unfamiliar words and non-words.

The model of skilled language processing shown in Appendix 1
indica.testhat both the lexical and phonologioal routes for reading
involve more than one functional module and the conneotions between
them. Impairment to any of these may cause breakdown of the
processing route. Thus) the ~ldromes of surface and phonological
dyslexia ha.ve been fractionated to such an extent that their
usefulness has been questioned (Ellis, 1987).

The model in Appendix 1has been the basis for interpretation
and e~tablishment of the syndromes of acquired dyslexia, whioh, in
turn, have been used to esta.bl:l.shparallel developmental analoEtLIes
(Coltheart, Masterson, Byng, Prior & Riddooh, 1960; Marshall, 1987;
Mitterer> 1982; Seymour & MacGregor, 1984; Temple, 1894). Cases of
developmental phonologioal dyslexia are reported by Temple and
Harshall (1983) I Seymour and MacGregor (1984) I Campbell and
Butterworth (le85), Snowling, Stackhouse and Raok (1986), Funnell
and Davison (1988) and SnowlinIl and Hulme (19S9). Ca.se~ of
developmental surfaoe dyslexia have been reported by Coltheart et
a1. (186S) I Seymour (19S8) and Gaulandr:i.sand Snowling (1981).

Snow1ing (1963), Fl.'ith(1985) and Seymour'(1987) maintained
that a development~l model of.the acquisition of literaoy is a more
appropriate framework fOl' the interpretation of developmenta.l
dyslexia thtm a model of skilled l·ee.dinrt.Seyro.ou't~(1987) pointed
out that the acqui~ition of an impair.mentto one module of a fully
developed language prooessine;'system would not be expeoted to a.ffeot
the functioning of other Modules. However, in the case of
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deve10pmenta.~ disorders where the acquisition of competence at one
stage depends on transmission of data from a previous stageJ

impairment of development of that previous stage will prevent
development of subsequenb skills. He cono ludes "it seems likely
that the relationship between acquired and developmental dyslexic
sub-types will be one of general similarity rather than of exact
correspondence" (SeymourJ 1987J p.353).

1.2 Models of the Development of Literacy Skills

Frith (1985) proposed a developmental loodel of the a~uisition of
res.ding and spel1intl ~Itills whioh ultimately results in the skills
and structures described in the model of adult prooessing shown III
A~pendix 1. Frith's developmental information prooessing mod~l was
based on the earlier J empirica.lly supported cognitive develoP)llsntal
model of Hat'sh) Ihiedlllan. Weloh & Oesberg (1981). Aocording to
Frich's modelJ reading develoPment proceeds by sucoessive
acquisiti ..il of three processins:tstrategies. Prinladly J the child
develops visual logographio skills which foous on salient featul:'es
of wotds and alloH instant reoognition of known words from a limited
~et of responses. This is followed by acquisition of alphabetio
sltills l07hioh pe:t'mit sequentia.l deoodin/i of unfamiliar words by
apl?lying knowled.tte of individual phonemes and theil' cOl-responding
graphemes. Finally) visua.l orthublraphic skills develop which allow
instant wOl.'d reoognition based on ft systematic analysis of words
into orthographio units. These orthographio units are conoeived a~
abstl:'actletter sequenoes approximately corresponding to morphemel!l.

The sequence of ac~uisition of these three phases is ap~arent
not only in the development of word rccottnition <reading) but also
in the development of word produotion (wl.'iting). The model
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postulates an interaction between reading and writing skills so that
each phase of r:;ki..J development is divided into two steps (see
Figure 1 in Appendix 2). The logogrf'l;,hicstrategy appears first for
reading and then is transferred to spelling. The alphabetic
strategy fil'stbecomes apparent In spe::",ingand is later transferred
to reading. 'l'he orthographio str.atF.l,1Y'is primarily available for
reading and subsequently transferred to spelling.

Although Fribh 's model clearly specified distinct sta_;~s
through which the acquisition of reading and spelling proceed, it
vlaS vague about the exact relationship between these stages. This
model off~red no exPlanation as to why it should be necessary to
establish a logographic strategy prior to development of an
alphabetic strategy, and, while it was suggested that the
urthographic stage developed by merging of the logographic and
alphabetic strategies, how this might ocCUr was not eluoidated. In
addition, Frith did not specify eaoh stage in terms of a modul~
information processing system, so the relationship betHeen the
developing struotures and thcse of the ultimate, skilled model were
not stipula.ted.

This was achieved in the sUbsequent model of the development of
literaoy proposed by Se'lltlourand MacGregor (1984) I Slid Seymour
(1987). This model, shown in Figure 2 of Appendix 2, resembled
Frith's in tha.t it identified the logographic, a.lphabetic and
orthographic processing strategies and, also, resulted in a model of
skilled reading, shown in Figure 1 of Appendix 8. funotionallv
oorl'esponding to the model in Appendix 1. However, the models
differed in that Seymour addressed the issue of the relationship
between the stages , He allowed the co-existence of a separate
logographio phase with either an alphabetio or an orthogl.'aphic
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phase. This was possible because his model inoluded a logogra.phio
lexicon with direct access to semantic information in parallel with
an alphabetjc lexicon whioh evolves into an orthographic lexioon.
Although this model clearly stated that orthographic devel~~ment
depended on prior esta.blistunentof an alphabetic strategy, it did
not make any predictions regarding the relatioMhip between the
logographic lexicon and orthographio development, nor about the
order in which the alphabetic and logographic strategies develop.

A later version of this model (Reymour, 1980b) was the 'dual
foundation' model, Figure 2 in Appendix 3. This I. I.t took
cognisance of recent researoh suggesting that children may learn to
read alphabetically without passing through a logographic stage
(Stuart & Coltheart, 188S; SeYlnour, 1990b). Teaohing strategies to
which the child was exposed may have masked the parallel development
of early logographio and alphabetic strategies, so eaJ.'1iermodels to
postulate the p:dmacy of a logographic stage, 'l'hedueJ foundation
model indicated that establicsrunentof both the los;ographic and
alphabetic lexicons are neoessary but not sllfficient far development
of the orthogrr.phio lexicon, by which skilled reading prooeeds. It
elucidated how the merging of logographio and alphabetio infor~ation
results in formation of the orthographio lexicon.

The elaboration of developmental models of the acquisition of
reading and spelling skills, provides a framework Hithin whioh
explanations of the failure to develop these skills may be
formUlated. Both Frith (18S5) and Seymour (1887) proposed that
reading acquisition oocurs in a sequenoe of stages. Eaoh stage
being charactel"ised by pl'edominant relianoe on eUher a Dhonological
01:' a lexioal strategy fOr reading (Ellis, 1984). Accordi,\igto both
of these models, the developmental dyslex;.c fails to progress
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through the stages in the normal manner so his reading age falls
behind has chronological age. 'l'hiswas supported by Baddeley, Logie
and Ellis (19S8) who found that developmental dyslexics adopted
similar strategies for reading to normal children of equivalent
reading age. This suggests that developmental dyslexia represents a
delay in the developmen~ of written language processing skills.

Frith (1985, p.304) defined developmental dyslexia as

"persistent failure to advance to the next step in the normal
acquisition proceh1s". She allowed that, although progress to the
next developmental stage may be arrested, the child's reading age
may continue to improve as a consequence either of imp~ovement in

the skills which he has managed to acquire or the development of
deviant compensatory strategies. This implied that, while the
procecssing strategies of a developmental dyslexic may res~mble those
of younger ohi ldren, they may not be identioal. There may be a
qual~tative similarity but quantitative differences between the
reeJing performance of normal and dyslexic children o~ similar
rf~ading age.

In terms of Seymour's dual, foundation model, develoPmental
dyslexia results from failul;'eto develop an orthographio lexicon.
1'bis may occur either because of phonologioal impairment whioh
prevents alphabetic development or because of l.ogographio impairment
which prevents establishment of the visua. lexicon. Both models
agree the!.. the acquisition of both visual and phonological
strategies are necessary for skilled reeding (El.lis, 1985),
especially of a language such as English which has a high proportion
of irregular words that do not oonform to the rules of· litrapheme-to-
phoneme conversion (Venezky, 1970; Wijk, 1966).
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1,3 Hodel-based Assessment of Reading Disorders

The ultimate re$ult of the developmental process represented by the
stages of Frith and Seymour's models is the adult model of language
processing shown in Appendix 1. An assessment of a dyslel-:.io
subject, based on this adult model, can identify those modules and
their connections which have been acquired as well as those which
have failed to rle'Velop. The cognitive neuropsyohological approach
has established the psycholinguistic method for assessment of
language processing abilities. This assessment is based on the
properties of language such as the regulatity, imagebility,
frequency of occurrenoe and lexicalit.y of words. Contl'olled
vatiation of such properties identifies language processing
strategies and locates language processing deficits, whether
acquired or developmental, within the appropriate information-
processing model.

In the assessment of developmental dysle>d.cs, comparison of the
pattern of functioning Hith the stages of the developmental models
can identify whether the subject's development is delayed. or
deviant. In addition, cOIlll?arisonof the subject's performance with
that of younger readers with a similar Reading Age indicates the
severity of the delay and the nature of any deviance.

1.4 Remediation of Reading Disorders

Ultimately the interest in dyslexia shOUld focus on determination of
appropriate intervention to help the dyslexic overcome his/her
dUfioulties and establish functional J:eading skills. but
"strangely. the llterature on dyslexia has focused more upon its
associated faotors than upon its rl:lmeciiation,II (Snowlin&tl 19871
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p.147). A wide variety of teaohing strategies have been employed
over the years to treat the symptoms of developmental cyslexia
(Hulme, 1987). However , in the absence of a model of the reading
process, evaluation of .he effects of the treatments and explanation
of these effects was not possible, and, "the effectiveness of many
well-ingrained teaching methods has not been as rigorously assessed
as it might have been," (Ellis, 1985, p.201).

With the elaboration of the information processing tnodels of
skilll~ reading shown in Appendix 1, it became possible to assess
acquired, dyslexics, to establish the precise stage at which
breakdown of their reading skills occurred and to determine wh).ch
skills were intact and which required rehabilitation. This model-
based apprl1a.chto assessment and rehabilitation has been applied to
cases of acquired disorders suoh ~9 deep dyslexia (de Pa~tz, 1986),
dysgraphia (Behrmann, 198~I Hatfield, 1983) and aphasia (Byng &

Coltheart, 1886).
The models of the development of reading skillS, discussed

above, also affol:d the opportunity of assessing developmental
dyslexics to determine which strategies they have acquired and which
have failed to develop appropriately. Once the individual's defioits
in processing have been identified therb are two alternatives
regarding any remediation programme: either compensation or
rehabilitation (Byng & Coltheart, 1986; Howard & Hatfield) 1987).
Compensation ilnplies that the deficit is pernlanent so stra.tegies
which are not impaired are developed to cotnPensatefor those which
cannot function. In relation to develol?mental dyslexia this
approach would amount to focusing on the child's strengths, with no
attempt to develop those skills v7ith which the subject had
difficulty. Rehabilitation refers to treatment which aimed at
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developing or restoring the impaired function. 1n relation to cases
of acquil,'ed disorders this implies regaining a premorbid level of
functioning. developmental cases where a skill has not been
acquired, it implies focusing On the child's weakness in an attempt
to develop that skill. Developmental mode'ls of reading, emphasise
the dependence of orthographic development on prior logographic and
alphabetio develoPttlent,. thus these models indicate that the
appropriate approaoh to the remediation of developmental dyslexia is
rehabilitation rather than compensation.

In oontrast to the large number of reported model-based
assessments of developmental dyslexics, <see Seymour, 1990b), only
one model-based study of remediation has recently been reported by
Seymour (1990a). In this paper SeYmour reported preliminary' results
from part of a longitudinal investigation into the effects of
cognitive intervention based on his dual foundation model, on cases
of developmental dyslexia. A cognitive assessment prooedure based
on reading and spe'.J.lngof words and non-words, and incorporating
measUres of reaction times for reading single words, was employed to
identify the processing strategies available to the two subjects. It
was determined that the two ~ubjects were arrest~i at different
stages in their acquisition of l'eading skills. Although both had
failed to acquire orthographic strategies, on6 exemplified
phonological dyslexia while the other exemplified surface or
morphettlio dyslexia. An intervention programme was devised which
aimed to establish an orthographio lexicon, and the sane prograllilt\e
aoministered to both subjects, even though their reading strategies
t"erequite different. The progress of the subjects was monitored by
repeated oo~tnitive assessment, however the stud'),'did not
incorporate adequate oontirc'lmechantsns to allow the effioaoy of the
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intervention to be unequ. IfOC&l1y determined.
l~aching strateg~es have been applied to the remediation of

developmental dyslexia since the beginning of this century, and, in
spite of the paucity of theoretically grounded explanation of their
el:fects, their success has been established (Hulme & Bradley, 1884;
lIulme, 1887j Snowling, 1987). Two features of successful teohniques
have been identif~ed, the teaching of phonics (Naidoo, 1981;
Gittelman & Feingold, 1883) and multisensory teaching (Fernald,
1848j Hulme, 1981). A combination of these techniques was
incorporated into the widely used 'simLl1taneous oral spelling'
method, initially developed by Gillingham and Stillman (1856) and
employed by Bradley (1981), Hulme and Bradley (1984) and Bradley and
Bryant (1985).

In spite of the fact that some of these teaching strategies
have proved very successful, it would be surprising if one strategy
was effective with all subjects, considering ,the heterogeneous
nature of the disorder (Ellis, 1985; Patterson, Marshall &
Coltheart, 1985). Mattis (1981) proposed differential treatment
prog'rarnrnesfor the different s~ndromes of dyslexia. identified by
Boder (1973). Unfortunately these syndromes, themselves, are
unlikelY to be homogeneous so applioation of a particular teaching
strategy to a group of subjects is unlikelY to be equally effective
for all members of the group. This highlights the problem of
conducting group studies to investigate the efficacy of reneddatdon .
If some subjects respond positively while others do not, the effects
of the treatment are confounded, because of the heterogeneity of the
group.

Group studies, therefore, are not appropriate for research on
the assessment and rehabilitation of heterogeneous syndromes I and
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single case studies are recommended (Caramazza & McClo:skey, 1988;
Howard, 1.986; Seymour, 1990b; Wilson & Baddeley 1886). If
indivi~al dyslexic subjects are assesliedto determine the nature of
their reading difficulties, the efficacy of a specific rem~~iation
programme could be ascertained by meaIlSof a longitudinal case study
which incorporated repeated reassessment. Single case studies of
rehabilitation have been reported for acquired di~orders (Behrmann,
1987i Byng & Coltheart, 1986; de Partia, 1986). Although Seymour
(1980a) has recently rePorted single case studies of rem~jiation of
developmental disorders previous studies (for eXb.'1p:e .r .rlme &

Bradley, 1984) were group studies.
Howard & Hatfield (1987) review a variety of single subject

research des igns, They assert that a study concerned with the
evaluation of rehabilitation must be able to distinguish between:
the specific effects of the therapy; the effects of spontaneous
improvement, that would have happened without any intervention; and
the general effects of being involved in therapy, such as support,
interest and encouragement (Howard & Hatfield, 1987; Howard &
Patterson, 1989). If s\lbjectsare tested repeatedly there may also
be effects of pre-test sensitisation (Byng & Coltheart, 1986), In
addition, the effects I.)ftreatment may either: lead to improvement
in all tasks of lWlguage processing; or lead to specific improvement
in the items or task beir i treated and not generalise to untreated
items Or tasks (Howard, 19S6).

1.5 Aims of the Study

The aim of the present study was to apply a model-based approach to
the assessment and remediation of individual cases of developmental
dyslexia. PRycholinguistic assessments (Doctor & Klein. 1986) of
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developmental dyslexics, were conducted to find two subjects who
exemplified the two different pre-orthographic strategies for
reading, one who had failed to develop alphabetic skills and another
who had impaired visual.processing. Due to the specific nature of
the subjects' reading problens, differing remediation !?'t'ogranunes
were devised which aimed to rehabilibite their spa.ific d.eficits,
rather than compensate for them. The efficacy of these prog::'ammes
was investigated.

There are certain conditions which must be fulfilled before
claims can be made about the efficacy of any remediation programm,e
(Howard & Patterson, 1989). Firstly, a stable baseline should be
established prior to intervention. Se00ndly, if the und~rlying
process has been affected, the affects should generalise to a
related task. Thirdly, there should be no transfer of effects to
unrelated pr0~essing tasks. Control and assessment tasks were
conducted at l:q..l;lropriatestages of the atudv to permit evaluation of
each programme both in terms of lts specific effect on the treated
ite!tl"l,and the extent to which this effect generalised to untreated
items and to the underlying processing deficit.

1.6 Hypotheses

1.6.1 The specific remediation programme dev'ised for each
subject, will improve his ability to read treated items.
1.6.2 The effects of treatment will generalise to the underlying
processing strategy, leading to improved performance on both reading
untreated items and the related processing task.
1.6.3 Treatment will not affect performance on any of the
unrelated processing tasks.
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CHAI?TE y;;~, 2

2.0 HEmaD

2.1 DESIGN

A single subjeot case study design was implemented so the specific
deficits of the two subjects could be identified and the effects of
a specific treatment on those deficits were evaluated. The case
studies were divided into two sections: assessment and remediation.
The assessment section involved description of the individual
sub~Jcts. In the remediation section a single subjeot researoh
design was implemented.

The Dependent Variable in this design was the effioaoy of
therapy. Two aspects of the Dependent variable were measured:
(i) The efficacy of therapy ~n the treated items was measured by the
difference in performanoe on the treated and untreated items from
pre-therapy to post-therapy.
(ii) The efficacy of therapy on the underlying processing strategy,
or the extent to which the effeots of therapy generalised to a
related processing task, were measured by the differenoe bet.ween
pre-ther.apy and post-therapy performance on the untreated, related
language processing task.

The Independent Variable in this design was the presenoe or
absence of therapy. Therapy involved training on items whioh Here
either words or grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences. In the First
I?hase of Therapy one group of training items was treated while the
other acted as a control group. In the Second Phase of Therapy the
roles of the t~o groups of items were reversed.
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Tte single subjeot design permitted control of extraneous
var iables inherent to the subjects,
cont.z 01. Individual differences in,
skills or stage of reading deve'lopmerrt ,

since each subjeot was his own
for example level of reading

did not affect the results
of the study as they were constant 0ver both levels of the
Independent variable, ie. Phase One and Phase Two of therapy.

To allow the ",ffects of therapy to be distinguished from
potentially confounding effects such as Spontaneous
involvement in therapy and repeated testing,
incorporated the following features:

- a multiple baseline (Howard & Hatfield, 1987) involving three

improvement,
the design

pre-therapy administrations of words of the twe to be remediated
and repeated meaS'.'Iresof performance on unrelated processing tasks.
If performanoe is stable over this pe~iod then spontaneous
improvement is not occurring, neither is there a general effect of
being in therapy, nor of pre-test sen~itisation, If performance
does improve, it is not possible to distinSUish between these
effects using a singl.e baseline. HOINever, when multiple baselines
are established with unrelated processing tasks before, during and
after therapy, these effeots can be separated from the effect of
therapy.

- a crossover design (Howard & Hatfield, 1987). The training
items, either words or graphemt;'-to-phonr~meccrrespondencea, to be
remedi.ated were randomly assigned to two groups. In the Fitst Phase
of Therapy, one group of items was treated Hhile the other items
comprised a contl'ol §trOll!? • In the Second Phase of Therapy the
groups were reversed. If performanc('lon the treated items increased
more thrul on the untreated items then there were specific effeots of
treatment. This design als~ allows determination of the permanence
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of the effeots of treatment, as performance em the gtoup of items
treated first I is determined over the second treatment phase. A
reduction in performance would indicate that the effects of therapy
were not stable.

- Pre-therapy and Post-therapy Tests (Byng & Coltheart, leaS).
The difference between performance indic<).&<.esthe effect of the:rapy.
The inclusion of twc presentations at both these stages all~ s
determination of the effeots of pre-test sensitisation. If
performance increases from one pre-test to the next, and from one
post-test to the next, this cannot be due to the effects of therapy.
since there was none in these pe~iods, so it must be due to pre-~est
sensitisation.

a language processing task related to the treated task was
included to allow determination of the generalisation of the effects
of therapy. Increased perfo:rmance on this related task ov~r the
period of the study indicates that the therapy was eff.ective in
remed.iating the common, underlying processing diffioulties and not
just in improving performanoe on the items selected for remediation.

2.2 SUBJECTS

Subjeots wer.e seleoted f~om pupils attending an English medium,
fuU-ti!'le remedial pr.ima:ry s¢hool. A •screening test' was
administered to eaoh of the 36 pupils in St~ldards 3, 4 and 5 to to
determine their readil1.1!rstrategies. 'I'woStandard :3 boys were
seleoted as subjeots: DF, who adopted ~ phonological st:rategy for
reading; and Sp, who adC.lpteda visual strategy. Both subj ects had
and avorage lU, a stando:rd reading age at least two years below
their chronologic'l ag~, no history of 8. pdmary emotional
disturbanoe, and their home lW1guage was English.
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']'.role 2.1 shows the ohronological age, standard reading age

(measnj~ed on the Burt Sight Reading Test), standard oomprehension

age (measured on the Neale Analysis of Reading) and standard

Spelling age (measured on the Daniels and Diaok) for both sUbjects.

The subjeots' Verbal, Nonverbal and Total IQ measures, as determined

on the SSAlS are also shown.

Tabl!! 2.1

Chronological Age, Sta~dard Reading, Co~prehensiDII and :pelling
Ages an6 In tor each Subject.

(Ape in years)

nF SP
11.42 11.17

9,42 a,75

9.50 9,42

9,00 8.25
114 111

l1b l19

117 117
--

Chronological Age
Slght Word Reading Age (Bul't)

CO$pr~hensiol\ Reading Age (Neale)

Spelling Age (Daniels ~ DidCk)

Verbal ID

Nonverbal 10

Performc~ 10

Two oontrol groUps of 'nox-mal readers' were c;el(':oted for oQ,lIparison

with the experimental subjects on the Assessment tests. Each group

contained 25 subjeots, both male and fema.le, whose Reading Age

(measured on the SchoneU (Rl) Reading Tlils".) was within six months

of their Chronological Age. T~).ble 2.2 summarises the informa.tion on

the oontrol groups. Subject DF's Reading Age was wUhin the range

of Group A while subjeot SP's Readi~ Age wa.s within the range of

Group B,
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Chronological ant! Reading (Schonell) Ages for Control Groups

Group A Group B---_ ........
Number of Subjects 25 25
Ghrono logica I Age (years) Mean 9.27 a.34

S.D, 0,29 0.47

Reading Age (years) Mean 9.22 8,48
S,D, 0,47 0,47

2.:3, MATERIALS

Materials used for the selection of subjects, as well as the
assessment and remediation of both subjects are discussed in thi~
se~tion, while those used e~clusivelY for either subjoct are
disoussed in the Case Reports for each subjeot.

2.3.1 Assessment

The p,sycholinguistic assessment of language processing (Doctor &
Klein, 1886) was used to locate subjects' processing strll.tegiesand
defioits. Some of the tests in this battery were not suitable for
assessaent of children because they welAebased on the frequenoies of
occurrence of words in adult language. New tests I~ere devised
according to the same prinoiples, using word frequencies from
childrens' written language word counts (Carroll, Riohman & Davies,
1871) . In all tests whioh required the stimuli to be presented
visuallY to the b"Ubject, stimuli were printed in lower case blaok
letters on white index oards, one item per oard. Soaring sheets were
provided for the tester to reoord the subjects' responses.

Test 1 - Lexical Decision ..Visual Presentation
The stimUli fOl' Test 1 were 32 concrete nouns selected from Cal'roll
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et 13.1.(1971)so that 16 items had a high frequency of occurrence
(between 100 and 260 per million, Mean = 157, Standard Deviation =
44.78) and 16 items had a low frequency of occurrence (between 0.30
and 4.00 per million, Mean = 1.72, Standard Deviation = 0.91). The
16 high and 16 low frequency items were divided into four groups:
four, five, six and seven letter items, with four items in eaoh
group. These are shown in Appendix 4.

One non-word was derived from each word by ohanging the initial
grapheme so that the non-Word was orthographically legal and
pronounoeable, ego RAIN changed to HAUL The non-words were checked
to eliminate any Afrikaans words, since the subjeots were
simultaneously learning to l,'eadAfrikaans as a second language.

Test 2 - Lexioal Deoision - Auditory Presentation
Anothel.·32 words were selccted from Carroll et al. (1971) al.'oording
to the same criteria as Test 1. They were matched to the words in
Test 1 fOr frequency and syllable length, as shown in Appendix 4. As
in Test 1, 32 matohing non-words were derived from the Hords.

Test 3 - Reading of Words and Non~words.
A further set of 32 words were seleoted from Carroll et al. (1971)
aooording to th(1lsame criteria as Tests 1 and 2. They were matohed
to the words in Test 1 for frequenoy, re~lad ty of &fl'apherne-to-
phoneme ccrrespondenoe and syllable length, as shown in Appendix 4.
As in Test 1/ 32 matching non...wotds were del.·ivedfrom the words.

Test 4 - Reading of Regular and Irregular Words.
The stimuli included 40 Regular words whose graphemes conformed to
their most common pronunoiation (Berndt, Reggia & Mitohum/ 1887), 40
Irre~'lar words whose pron~noiation was not readily prediotable from
their graphemes (See Seotion 3.1.S for a more oomplete discussion of
Regular and Irregula.r words) • The 40 words of each type were

".~
,,,,~.,
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selected so that 20 had high frequency of occurrence (>70 per
million) while 20 had a low frequency of occurrence «10 per
million) (Carroll et al., 1971). ~lar and Irregular words were
matched for: frequency of occurrence; imagebility; part of speeoh;
let~er and syllable length, as shown in Appendix 5.

Test 5 ...Reading or Non-words
For Test 5, 40 non-words were derived rrom the Irregular 'Words of
Test 4 by changing the initial grapheme, ensuring that the non-word
remained pronounceable and orthographically legal. Appendix. 5 shows
both the Irregular words and their matched non-words. Any Afrikaans
words Here eliminated.

Tj~st 6 ...Homophone Definition
Homophonea are words wHh the aane phonological repNsentation but
different ·:thogra.phio and semantic representations, for example:
RIGHT and WRITE, NOSE and KNOWS. Homophone stimuli in this test
were selected so that the individual homophones had Similar
freqUencies of oocurrence 10 children's written language (Carroll et
al , 1871), thus the stimu1:l. included homophones such as RAW
(frequency = 29 I 17 per million) and ROAR (frequency = 25,61 per
million) but not items such as WAY (frequency ~ 1279 per million)
and WEIGH (frequenoy = 28.87 per nlillion). The homophones were
olassified as being either Regular or.Irregular. Sixteen Regular and
sixteen Irregular homophones were selected. Each homophone was
matohed to a non-homophone word Hith similar f.r.equencyof occurrence
and regularity of grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence, as shown in

Appendix 6.
Test 7 - Silent Tests of Phonology

The stimuli consisted of 10 pairs of Regula:t\r?ord Homophones eg.
TACKS and TAX, 10 pairs of Ir.regular word Homophones ego KNOWS and
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tlnSE, and 10 pairs of Non-word homophones es. AIF and APE. For each
of the three types of stimuli, each pair of homophones was matched
to another pair of non-homophones of similar frequency of occurrence
and the same graphic similarity (Web~r, 1970), ego DAYS and DAZE
matched DAYS and DAME. These stimuli are shown in Appendix 8.

Test 8 - Reading Aloud Items From Silent Tests of Phonology
Appendix 15 shows the 20 Regular words, 20 Irregular words and 20
Non-words which were selected from the Stimuli in Test 7 (Silent
Tests of Phonology) to form Test 8.

Test 9 ~ Spelling Test
Appendix 7 shows the stimuli for Test 9, a shortened form of Test
6 containing 40 items, 10 Regular and 10 Irregular Homophones with
their matched non-homophone words.

2.3.2 Screening Tests

The initial group of 36 potential subjects were not administered the
full battery of Assessment Tests. Shortened forms of each test were
devised for the purpose of subjeot seleotion. The number of stimUli
in Assessment Tests 1-8 were reduced by half, ensuring that the
appropriate balance a~dmatching of stimuli Was maintained.

2.3.3 Materials for Remediation.

Both subjects were presented with words to read during their
remeddatrion, These were randomly arranged and printed in lower case
script one centilnetre high, in three columns, on sheets of A4 paper.
Responses were recorded by the tester on scoring sheets. Each
subject recorded his written work during each remediation $",_ ......on in
an A5 exercise book.
The materials used for remediation were different for each subject
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so they are discussed in detail in the Case Reporbs (Chapter 3,
Section 3.3).

2.3.4 Haterials for Control tests

<a) Related Language Processing Task
The Related Language Processing Task for DF was the modified
Homophone definition sub-test of Doctor and Klein (1886). This was
the same as Test 6 of the Assessment, discussed in Seotion 2.3.1.
The Related Language Processing Task for SP was the modified sub-
test of word and non-word reading Doctor and Klein (1886). This was
the same as Test 3 of the Assessment, disoussed in Section 2.3.1.

(b) Unrelated Language Processing Task
(i) The Test of Receptive Grammar (T.R.a.G.) (Bishop, 1982) was
employeci as the unrelated language p:rocessing task for both
subjects. This test consists of 80 itenw ranging from single words
to ten word, complex sentences. The items are arranged in four
gJ:oups. Each group of items tests the subject "s ability to
comprehend an aspect of syntax, such as: single nouns, verbs and
adjectives; active and passive sentences, (eg. 'the girl is pushing
the horse' bhd 'the cow is push8d by the man'); and complex
sentences wHh embedded clauses (eg. 'the book the pencil is on is
red'). The items are spoken to the subdect , who indicates
comprehension of the item by pointing to one of four pictures. The
pictures are chosen so that comprehension of the whole sentence is
J:equired in order to seleot the correct response. Responses are
recorded by the tester.
(ii) The HUman Sciences Research Council (HSRC) English First
Languagb Achievement Test Subtests 3 (Reading Comprehension) for
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Standard Two pupils was used as a second unrelated language
processing task for both subjects, This test is in the test booklets
Form A and Form B (Clark & Kritzinger, 1973a), (Although the
subjects were in Standard Three, the Standard Two level of these
tests was used, The Manual for Scholastic Achievement 'rests
(Kritzinger; 1973, p.4) advises that the Standard Three level should
not be administered until completion of the Standard Three
syllabus. )

In the Comprehension Test seven short passages are followed by
one or more questions to test comprehension of ideas, meanings or,
concepts conveyed by the passage. There are four practice questions
and 30 test questions. Responses are marked on the question paper.

(c) Unrelated Processing Task
The HSRC Scholastic AchievAment Test in Arithmetic for Standard One,
Subtest 1 (Holtzhausen & Kruger, 1973) was used as the unrelated
prooessing task for both sUbjects. 1he Standard One level of this
test was considered approprJ.~'i.efor the subjeots by their Class
teaohe.r , The Standard Two level was considered too difficlllt.

2.4. PROCEDURE

The study was carried out in the following sbages ;
(a) Selection of SUbjects.
(b) Initial Psycholinguistic Assessment.
(c) Pre-therapy testing on:

- stimuli of the type to be remediatecl (three sessions)
- the related language processing task (two sessions)
'.the unrelated language processing bask (tHO sessions)
- the unrelated processing task (two sessions)
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(d) First Phase of Therapy (three periods of remediation)
(e) Reassessment of:

- stimuli of the type remediated (treated anc~\}ntreated items)
- the related language processinrg task
- the unrelated language processing task
- the unrelated processing task.

(f) Second Phase of The~apy (three periods of remediation)
(g) Post-therapy testing of:

- stimuli of the type remediated (treated and untreated items)
(two sessions)

- the related language processing task (one session)
- the unrelated language processing task (one session)
- the unrelated processing task (one session)

2.4.1 Assessment

The assessment tests were administered individuallY to each subject
in a quiet room.

Test 1 - Lexical Decision - Visual Presentation
The items sho~m in Appendix 4 were randomly ordered and the cards
witb the items printed on were presented to the subject on~ at a
time. Four Practice items were presented fir.st~ Md thE'!correct
rAsponse explained, if necessary. The subject was in~~ructed to
respond "is a word" or "Ls not a word". Responses were 800:1:00 by
the tester, on the scot'lngsheet shown in Appendix 9.

Test 2 - Lexical Decision - Auditory Presentation
The procedure was the same ~ for Test 1, except that items were
presented auditorily to the subject. The scoring sheet is shown in
Appendix 10.
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Test 3 - Reading of Words a~d Non-words.
The items shown 5n Appendix 4 were randomly anrangc l and presented
to the subject one at a time. The subject was instiructedto read
the words aloud. Responses were recorded by the tester on a scoring
sheet shown in Appendix 11. The same procedure was followed for
administering Tests 4 and 5. (See Appendix 5 for stimuli and
Appendix 12 for scoring sheets).

Test 6 - Homophone Definition
The stimuli shown in Appendix 6 were presented in random order, one
at a time. The subject was instructed to: define the word; then
cead the word aloud; then to nane the letters of th~ word J in

sequenoe , while still looking at it. Four practice examples were
administered at the beginning of the test. Responses to all three
sections of the test were recorded by the tester on the scoring
sheet shown in Appendix 13.

Test 7 - Silent Tests of Phonology
The pairs of items shown in Appendix 8 were randomlY arranged and
presented to the subjAct one pair at a time. Four practice stimuli
WSl'S presented and discussed with the subject. The subject 'Has
instructed to respond "sound the same" or "sound different", but not
to read the items aloud, Responses \i~ererecorded by the tester on &.

scoring sheet, shown in Appendix 14"

Test 8 - Reading Aloud Items From Sil~nt Tests of Phonology
The it~ms of each type were randomly arranged in three sets, as
indicated in Appendix 15, and presented to the subjeot one at a
time. 'rh~ subject was instructed to read the items aloud. The
total time taken to read each set of items was recorded. ResponSes
were scored by the tester on ~!Iescoring sheet shown in Appendix 15.
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Test 9 - Spelling Test
The stimuli shown in Appendix 7 were presented to both subjects as
a spelling to dictation task. The target word was read to the
sUbjects. Then the word was embedded in a carrier sentence which
conveyed its meaning and disambiguated the nomophones. Fina.llv the
target word was repeated and the subjects recorded their written
re~ponse on A4 paper.

2.4.2 Remediation

Remediation of each subject was conducted individually in a quiet
::oom, during school hours. FOr each subject thore were three
sessions of l.'emeciia.tionwith the thera.pist Aach week, on Monday,
Wednesday and Fl'iday mornings. Each session lasted approximately
twenty five minutes. The subjects were instruoted to practice
items from eaoh seSSlon at home (as pal.'tof their 'homework') and,
on Tuesda.y and Thursday, with their Class Teacher,

Thel.'a were two Phases of Therapy, eaoh consisting of three
periods of remediation. On oompletion of. eaoh period of
remediation, Performance on the items remediated dUring that period
and the appropriate control items was tested.

Details of the I?rooedure for Remediution were diffet'ent fOl:

each subject and, therefore, are discussed in the Case Reports
(Chapter 3, Section 3,3).

2.4.3 Administration of Control Tes'l~s

As mentioned in Seotion 2.41 control tests were aciministel'ed at
appropriate stages of the study,
(a) Related Language Processing Taskg
I?rocedure for the administration of the~e tests was disoussed in
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Section 2 ..;1 .1, since they 'Ior9realso administered du:ring the
assessment of subjeots. The appropriate Related Language Processing
Task for each subject was administered on four occasions: twice il1

the Pre-therapy pe:t'iod, once between the F.irst and Second Phases of
Therapy and once Post-Therapy.
(b) Unrelated Tasks
(i) The T.R.D.G. was administered aocording to the instructions in
the Manual (Bishop, 1982, pp.9-14). It was administered on four
occasions: twice in the Pre-therapy period, batt-leenthe First and
Second Phases of Therapy and Posr~Therapy.
(11) The HSRO tests of Reading Comprehension and Arithmetio were
eaoh e4ministered to the subjects, on four separate oooasions: twioe
in the Pre-therapy period, once between the First and Seoond Phases
of rL'h~:zapyand once Post-Thel'apy. 'l'hesetests were achniniste:t.'(~fi
according to the procedure in the Manual for Scholastio Aohievement
Tests (Kritzinger, 1973, pp.40-41) and the Manual fo~ Soholastio
Aohievement Tests in Aritronetio (Holtzhausel1 & Kruger, 19741 pp .19..
20).
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CHAPTER :3

3.0 CASE REPQRfS

3.1. HISWRY

3.1.1 Case 1: OF.
OFwas an eleven yeat old, r.ight-handed boy from an English speaking

family. He had two older siblings, a sister whose aoademic

progress was normal, and a brother whowas dyslexiQ. OF's birth was

normal and eat ly milestones were within normal limits. OF started

school at the age of 6 years 2 months. He repeated Grade One because

of immaturity and unsatisf~ctory progress.

At age 7 years 10 nonbhs he War::! referred for psychologi.oal

assessment beoauee his progre~s remained unsatisfactory. It was

rtetermined that OF's potential level of intelleotua.l functioning was

above average. He preseni~ed with a marginal degree of Attention

Deficit Disotcier, and was considered 'at risk for developing

speoific learning difficulties later on in sohool'. His mental,

peroeptual and emotional development wera itrunature fO:l: his

ohronologice,). age, but adequate for Grade I, as were his reading and

spelling skills.

At age 9 years 9 months, when DFWas in Standard 1, he was

refe:J:'red to the Trmsvaal Eduoation Depa);"tmentEducational Aid

Cent~e for assessment b~cause his soholastio p~ogress was considered

unsatisfactorY, His I~ was reported to be in the high averWiterange

but reociing was slow with poor oomprehension and poorly developed

sight word vooabulary. (Neale Analysis of Read:i.n~Ability: Rate r:

6y7m; Acout~cy = 8y6mi Comprehension = 7y4m.) OF subsequently

attended Pll\r.t~time remedia.l. classea, but thir.. did not help him
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develop age appropriate skills, The following year he was ra-
assessed and transferred to a full-tilneremedial school.

3.1.2 Case 2: SP

SP was an eleven year old, left-handed boy who was the older of two
siblings. His father was Afrikaans speaking while his mother spoKe
English. Although SP attended an English medium.school, his parents
spoke both English and Afrikaans at home. His parents both attained
Standard 1.0level of educatdon, and his mother obtained a Nursery
School Teacher's Diploma. There was no family history of learning
disabilities or psychiatric illness.

SP was born by emergency oaesarian seotion, suffered exhaustion
and jaundice. and had to be drip fed. Health after birth was good,
but he had a number of ear infeotions. Developmental milestones were
within normal limits, although he had a stutter at the age of three,
whioh was not treated and disappeared spontaneously. He was
described as a restless child who fidgeted a lot, was emotional,
excitablt;-and impulsive, with poor self confidenoe.

S!? attended nursery school fol'18 months and began formal
sohooling when he Has 6 years 5 months. At the end of his first
year in sohCJolhe was referred fOl~ psYoho).ogical assessment because
his prostress was slC'wand it had been reccmmendoo that he repel!i.t
Grade I. His non-verba; level of intelleotua.l funotioning was
'bright average' I but his verbal level was •a;V'er.ase·.He presented
with mixed latel.'alityand di:ceotiona.litydiffioulties, as well as
poor visual memory I auditory disoriminationl b1ending and olosure.
His reoeptive and expressive language were ~oor, reading and
spelling wer~ a year.below his ohronological age, while arithmetio
skills were average SP repeated Grade I and attended part..time
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:r:emedi&.leducation. Subsequently, he passed Grade II and Standard 1,

but in April of Standard 2 transferred to a full-time remedial

school.

3.1.3 Discussion

Both subjects were 11 year old males with histories of learning

difficulties who attended Standard Three at a full tiltle remedial

school. Table 2.1 shows a sUmIOar'yof the psychometric assessment of

the two sUbjects. Both subjects had IQs in the average range and a

reading sge more than two years below their chronologioal age,
therefor~ they }~eroconsidered dyslexic.

3.2 ASSESSMENT

The aims of the psycholinguistic assessment were: (a) to determine

the reading strategies fjll@loyedby thEl subjeots; <l.J) to determine

the stage of development t"lf their reading skillsj and (0) to

identify their speoiflc readt'!g difficulties. The results of the

psycholinguistic assessment of both subjects ~Id their Reading hge

matohed control groups are summarised in Appendix 17.

3.2.1 Case 1: DF

Test 1 - L~~:::'~al De'" sdon • Visue.l Presentation

To determine CF'e IG\ w~edgeof English orthography, his abiJ.:i.ty to

reoognise J3nglish words and to re.iect orthogr.aphice.lly legal non-

t-lords was assessed by administedng a Lexioal Deoision task (Test

1), OF made oorrect decisions for 25/32 (76%) words and !or 26/$2
(81%) ncn-vcrds. There wars no signifioant d~-eferenoe between

performance on words and non-~ords (Chi sq.=O, d.f..=l, n.s.),
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Test 2 - Lexical Decision - Auditory Presentation
On Test 2, OF made correct decisions for 31/32 (87%) words.
Performance on the non-words was identical to that on words. DF
performed signifioantly better 00 the auditory than on the visual
form of this task (Fisher's Exact Test, p=O.C022). 'rhis discrepancy
indicates the.t OF's poorer visual performance is not due to a
general language deficiency, but to a specific reading difficulty.

Test 3 - Reading of Words and Non-Hords
When Di:? was requited to read aloud a matched list of words and 000-

words (Test 3), he correctly read 25/32 (78%) words and 23/32 (72%)
non-words. There was no significant difference betHeen OF's ability
t.o read words and non-vords (Chi sq.=O.08, d.f.=l, n.a.). This
implies that OF used a phonl).!.,-,gicalstrategy for reading. Had he
been using a visua.l st.rategy real words would have had an advantage
over non-words.

Test 4 - Readir~ of Regular and Irregular Words
To fUrther determine OF's strategy for prooessing written stimuli,
Test 4 was administered. OF's ability to read the tHO types of
stimuli was signifioantly different (Fisher.'s Exac~ 'rest" p<O.OOl).
He read 38/40 (97.5%) of the Regular words correctly but only 23/40
(57.5%) of the Irresular words. These results support the notion
that OF read by a phonological strategy. Further evidenoe for this
comeS from the errors made on read ins Irregular words. There were
14/15 (93.3%) 'regularisation' errors (Coltheart at a1., 1983).
These errors ooour when unoommon grapheme-to-phoneme oorresponden.oes
in the irregular word are pronounced by applyinfl a more common
mapping, for example: STEAK read as 'steek') GAUGE as 'gawge'; WAND
read to rhyme with 'hand' i and PINT to rhyme with 'mint'.
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Test 5 - Reading of Non-words
FUrther evidence that OF is employing a phonological/alphabetic
strategy for reading rather than having access to an orthographiC
strategy comes from his performance on Test 5, This test required
reading of non-words derived from the irregular WOl~S in Test 4.
There were two possible correct responses for each non-word; either
th~y could be read by analogy to the irre~llar word from which they
were derived or they could be pronounced in a regular manner', OF
read 18/20 (90%) in a regular manner, for exart1pleFROSS was read to
rhyme with the r~gular word CROSS, not with the irregular word
GROSS, Both Frith (1985) and Seymour (1987) equate reading by
analogy with utilisation of an orthographic reading strategy, It
appears that this strategy is not availabJ.:..to OF.

Test 6 - Homophone Definition
'rhis task assessed OF's s~·t'ategiesfOr accessing the meaning of
words. He was required to define the word before pronouncing j,t.OF
made significant',y more erl'ors when defining homophones, 22/32

(69%), than when defining non-homophones, 8/32 (25%), (Chi s~.=10.6,
d.f.=l, p<O.Ol). Of the 25 homophones pronounced correotly, 15 (60%)

were incorrectly defined as the wrons homophone, for example WRITE
defined as 'not the left' and TIED as 'when the sea comes in',

Many homophones arc visually similar) for example DEAR and
DEER, To determinll \~hethet'his inootre\)t definitions of homophones
were due to er~ors of visual perception and analysis, after
pronounoing them, OF was asked to name bne .Letters in the sequenoe
in whioh they occurred in the wo:t'd, while sti21 looking at them
(Coltheart at 13.1., 1983). He did not name any of the letters
incorrectly, even though he had mispronounced some of the words.
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This e:l{cludes the possibility that his homophone confusi.on errors
occurred by visual misperception. These 'homophone confusion' errors
result from phonological reading and are characteristic of surface
dyslexia. (Coltheart at al q 1983). The phonologioal reader assembles
the phonology of a word before acoessing its semantic
representation, and is therefore unable to disambiguate homol?hones,
whose phonological representations are identical.

When items were incorrectly c" .. Ined, their subsequent
Pl'( nounciation corresponded with that t.r:.finition, for example GUARD

defined as 'back yard of a house' and pronounced as YARD; SOUL

defined and pronounced as SOIL i and SWEAT as SWEET. As in the case
of the homophones, the letters of these mis-read words were named
correctly. Items for which no dr : ~ition was given were
mispronounced ~s non-words for example VEIN pronounced as VIN. Su~h
errors further suggest that DF derives the meaning of words from
their phonolo~ica.l representation, rather than directly from a
visual representation.

T~st 7 and 6 - Tests of Phonology
DF's percentage of correot responses on the Silent Tests of
Phonology (Test 7) and on reading aloud of the words from the Silent
Test (,fest a) are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1
DF' 5 performance Oil Tests 7 and 8.

Regular words Irregular words Non-words

Silent Test;
X correct

0=20
85

0=20
75

n=20
eo

Readlng Aloud; n~2a n"20 n"2Q
Yo correct 75 80 75

Response tillet n=20 n~20 n~20
(mo~dsl 82 100 172
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There was no significant difference between silent and oral reading.
This confirms that he did not have difficulty with the processes
involved in the articulation of the words during reading. On the
Silent Test DF's performance Was best for Regula~ words and worst
for Irregular words, as would be expected from previous test
results. However, on the Reading Aloud Test his performance on the
Regular words was worse than on IrregJllar words. This anomaly arose
beoause DF was aware that his performance was being timed on the
Reading Aloud test but not on the Silent Test. His shorter response
time for Regular words :1'l.S accompanded by decreased accuracy.

Test 9 - Spelling Test
In order to detal.'minewhether DF employed the same strategy for
reading and spelling, Test 9 (shown in Appendix 7) was administered

as a spelling to dictation task. DF's performance on this test is
also shown in Appendix 7. His level of performance was poor, only
12/40 (30%) of the stimuli were spelt correctly. There was no
significant difference between his performanoe on regular (7/20= 35%
correct) and irregular words (5/20=25% correct) (Chi sq.: 0.118,
d.f .=1, p= n.s .) although there was an gjvantage for regJjlar words.
Analysis of his errors s~~ests that he employed a phonologioal
strategy for spelling', 89.3% of his errors were phonologically
plausible such as CAMEL spelt as 'kamel', CLOCK as 'olok' and GUARD
as 'gard'.

OF' 51 poor perf:'ormanoeon spelling the itelt\Sin Test 9 ccntzasbs
with his relativelY good pel.'formanceon reading these items, as
ShOrID in Table 3.2. Such a disorepanoy is characteristic of
ohildren who have failed to develop orthographio represent ions for
spelling (Frith, 1985). DF's reli81loe on 0, phonologioal strategy
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for spelling as well as for reading suggests that he does not have
visual orthographic representations of words available either for
spelling or resding.

Table 3.2

Comparison of OF's Reading and Spelling performance on Test 9
Percentage correct responses.

Regular Words Irregular Words

Reading: lOOX
Spelling:

Discussion of OF's assessment

OF was significant,ly better at reading Regular than Irregular words,
a necessary and $ufficient symptom for the diagnosis of Surface
Dyslexia (Coltheart et al .• 1883). Not only did DF display this
symptom, he also displayed a number of others inoluding:
regularisation errOrs when reading irregular wordSj reading non-
words derived from irregular words like regular words; and nsing a
phonological code to aocess word meaning. resulting in 'homophone
confusion error.s'.

A comparison bf DF's performance on the assessment tests with
the performsnce of a Control group of 'normal' readers of simU»l'
Reading Age is shown in Appendix 17. DF's perfC":mance Has n\')t
siglificantly different from tha.tof the normal readers on Test 11

(Visual Lexical Decision Test), Test 2 (Auditory LexicRl Decision
Test) and Test 5 (Reading of Non-words). DF's readin,~ of: the
Regular words (96% correct) :inT~," .J (Reading of Regulat and
Irregular Words) was not si.gnifiuantly d~tfe~ent 1::);())11 tb;).t(,1" the
Control Group (93.6%), (Z= 0.907, p=n.!il.): but h(-I Has significantly
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worse at reading the Irregul~ words (58% correct) than the Control
Group (74.7%), (Z= -2.256, J?<0.05). When the Low Frequency words
were considered seperately, DF read all of the Regular words
correctly (slightly better than the Control Group who had 90%
correct), but on the Irxegular words there was a large discrepancy
between DF's performance (25% oorrect) and that of the Control Group
(51.4%), (Z= -1.98, p<0.025). Thus, while DF's ability to read
regular words did not deviate from that of normal readers of similar
reading age, who were chronologically two years younger, his ability
to read irregular word:s was dralnatically reduced,

In terms of the Information Proces$ing Model (See ~pendix 1),
regular wol,'ds may be read conectly by either the le)(i<:;alor
phonological routes but il:'regularwords may only be processed
correctly by the lexical route. This requires that a visual
representat.ton be a:V"ailablein a Visual Input Lexicon. DF's poor
a.bility to reat.. i:rregular words rna}'result either from impaired
access to informa.tion in his ViSllal Input Lexicon or from failure to
establish visual representa.tions of irregular words in his Vi.sllal
Input Lexicon. OF was able to read correctly 90% of the High
Frequency Irregular words presented to him in 'rest 4. This implies
that these familia.r words wert':represented in his Lexicon and ~hat
he did not have have difficulty accessing his Visual Input Lexicon.
However, he only read 25% of the Low Frequency Irregular. words
correctly, whioh suggests he has failed to establish representations
for"these low frequency word::;.

Considering the results of all of the assessment tests, there
is strong evidence that DE'relied on a phonological strategy for
reading and spelling. Suuh strategy is appropriate for a younger
ohild (Frith, 1985), and indicates tha.tOF's development of litera.cy
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skills has become arrested at the alphabetic stage. If DF was to
improve his reading :.;kills> he needed to progNss to the
'orthographic', adult stage of reading, which requrred development,
and utilisation of a visual orthographic reading strategy (SeYmour,
1987). The goal of remediation of DF was to develop his visual
reading strategy by extending his Vi~~al Input Lexicon.

3.2.2 Case 2: SP

Test 1 - Lexical Deci~ion - Visual Presentation
To determine SP's knowledge of r~lish orthography Test 1 was
administered. SP was significantly better at recognising real words
(23/32=71.88% correct) than non-words (14/32=43.75% correct), (Chi
sq.= 4.10, d.f.=l, p<0.05). His performance on non-words was not
significantly better than chan~e (Chi sq.=O.78B, d.f.=l, p=n.s.).

Test 2 - Lexical Decision - Auditory Presentation
On Test 2, SP wa~ significantly better at making decisions about
words (31/32=96,88% correct) than non-words (19/32=59.37% correct)
(Chi s<;I.=11.06, d.f.=l, p<O.OOl). His overall performance on the
Auditory version was significantly bUer than on the visual task
(Chi s<;l.=4.4, d.f.=l, p<C1.05).The d:i.sczapancybetween auditory and
visual performance suggests SP had a reading disability, however his
relatively poor ability to recognise non-words (See Appendix 17),
both auditorily and visually, may indicate an additional auditory
processing difficulty, which ~ay be an underlyit~ oause of his
reading difficulty.

Test 3 - Reading of Words and Non-words
SP's performance on this test was poor compared to normal readers of
the equ.lval.errtReading Age (see Appendix 17). He was significantly
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better at reading words (21/32=65,63% correct) than non-words

(8/32=25% correct) (Chi sq,=9.08, d.f.=l, p<O,Ol), whioh suggests

that he emrloyed a visual strategy for reading, This strategy

relies on a visual representation of the word being present in the

Visual Lexicon. Such represent ions for high f:rr;;quency words should

be established sooner than for low frequency cries, so reading of

high frequency words should be better than for low frequency one~,

regardless of orthog:rph~,c regulal'ity. This was the case for SP.,

whose reading of the high fl:'equency words (15/16=93.75% correot) was

significlmtly bette);' than of the 10H frequency Hords (6/16=37.5%

correct) (Chi sq.=8.~7, d.t'.:::l, p<O.Ol.).

SP's errors fl'om Test 3 are shown in Table 3.3, He made a

tota.l of 35/64 (56.7%) 8rl'ors, of whioh 26/35 (80%) Here visual

errors oontaining at least half of the letters of the target word.

Of the 11 incorrt;;)ct responses to real t<?ordtargets 6 (54%) were

substitutions of visually similar real "'lord eg, CLINIC read as
'ol.ing' ~ J?EOALas 'plead' and PLEATas 'plant'. 'rhe same peroentage

of non-word errors (1:3/24=54%) Here lexioalisations ego TRASS read

as •trace' I KE.'TTER as kettle' and SKIUNG as •Screen I. Suoh errors

ate logographio and indicate that the ohild has adopted M immature

visual I logographic approaoh to reading (Seymour & Elder) 1986;
SnoHling) Staclthouse & Raok, 1986). Tr.ese e1:1:'ors arise when only

salient featur.es of the word are attended to and a r~al W01~

responso with simila.:r: features is produoecL The faot that Sf?made

the same peroentage of erro~s of the same type when reading words

and non~words indioates that he used the same strategy for both

types of stimuli.
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Table 3.3

SP's reading errors trait Assement Test 31 Reading of Words and Non-words
classified according to Stuart I Coltheart (19SSI
Type of stilluli Non-Hords R8aJ HDrds

Ilc32 n~32
~

Real word Non-word Real word Non-word Total
Responses Responses Responses Responses

13 11 b 35
target/response target/response target/response t~rgat/respon5e

ttoupe/churp manslon/ab$en 3
alslt!/ears

Type of errors

NUllber at errors

Errors

lotterlletter
s~gllents used

Beginning
Intter used

End letter
u9p.d

Both end
lutters used

trass/traee oisJe/osold
amI ty/softer
ketter/kettle
skring/ocreen
gresent/greased
hroupe/borrow

scarrow/square
pllniel pin t
rasket/rlsked

pedal/plead
c!inWcling
presant/persont

13

juWquiz houndryfyouotlry
barden/pardon

gleat/greet klru/kree
load/food fi'Quble/furnble

bUnt/bul t
garty/granty
shlldtshuged

lansionllanson
t~dal/' .1dal
suri/skurl
rawn/rOHn

ple~tlplant cuskat/ciauaket l6
novel ty/novety
foundryl foundary

tuskftosk

Further analysis of S?' s errors ('!'.ubto 'J. ~) indioated that. 8.1thouSh

he preferred a visual stra.teID)' fo:~reading I he dld attemr;>t to

utilise some rudimentary phC'n:>log:toa.l lmowledge Hhen reuding

unfamiliar HordS. Of his total error~. 10/35 (45.7%) shared the same
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beginning and end letters as the target while a further 13/S5 (37%)
shared the same initial letter. Stuart and Coltheart (1988) maintain
that such errot's indicate utilisation of some phonologioal
knowledge, especially when non-word responses are produced. Errors
such as RAWH read as 'l:'own' I LANSION as "lanson ' and TUSK as 'tosl~'
oould be olassified as "unsuccessful, sound attempts' (Snowlirllsat
al.. 19S6) whioh indioate applioation of partial phonologioal
knowledge.

51?' s strategy for readins unfamiliar words whose visual forms
were not recognised, was to look at the beginning of the word, apply
:Simple graphelt\eto phoneme oonversion rules and guess a real word he
knows that has th(1)same beSinning ('rableS. 3 shows that 12/13=92% of
er:"ors that stm.r:ed the same beF,tinningas the target were real
words). This resuLted ;i,n errOrs such as ~JKR!NGread as 'soraen' and
mrE~ as \kettle'. If he oould not guess a word helknew from the
beginning sounds of the tartlet, then he oompleted the letter to
sound translation, but made errors espocially with vowel sounds
(Table :3. Z Shotol$ that 1:3/16=83.%of l'esS')onsesthat shared beginning
and end letters with the target were non"wQl'os). These errors were
the 'unsuooessful sout'ld attempts' disoussed above.

Test 4 = Reading of Regular and Irr.egularWords
SP's performanoe on Test 4 also indioated that he preferred a visual
strategy for reading. His reading of resulax ~ords (25/40=62.5%
correot) was not si~ifioantly different from it~egular words
(20/40=60% (.\orrect), (Chi SQ.::.:O.~113, d.f.=l, n.a.): 'rha salt\enumbeX'
of high fr~duency regular and irregular words wer~ read oorreotly
(15/20=75%), confil:mins that his visua.l strategy was opera.ting for
high frecauet10y wows. His perfOl:manoe dropped to 1.0/20:::50%eor the
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low frequency l.'egulaxand 5/20:;25%for the low frequenoy irregulax

~ords. Although this ~as not statistioally significant (Chi

sq,:;1.706, d.f.:1, n.s.) the:~ wes W1 advantage for regular WOrdSI

Whi.oh would be expected if an ineffioient phonologioal stX'ategy was

attempted for unfamiliar words. SI? madeonly one error ~hich could

be classified as a resularisation (1/35=2.86%of total errors)1 he

pronounced the 'T' in LISTEN. (SI?'sphonologioal abilities ~ere

investigated fur.ther, see below.)

hbie 3,4

SP'u Errors from AS5e$mnt Tast 41 Reading af Regular and Irregular Words
classlfled according to SnoHllng et u. (1986)

Type of stlmuli P.1gularwords
n~40

Irregular wards
01:140

Number of errors 15 20
Errors

Visual 11ogo~raphic order/older
base/bust
rust/wrist
modeut/mtard
brood/barroH
peel/plead
arch/ouch
pest/pressed
trout/sollght

LeKical-sounding study/stable
duel/dwarf

U~suCtessful sound
attempts

Slillple/sl imbort
tOllmoo/cumble
~anure/ manore
shrug/strr.eg

Alphabetic!
rogulunsat1on

touch/torch
group/ground
machine/match
debt/doubt
hymn/hmn
tMb/thuMb
ache/ouch
pint/point
steak/stalk
gross/grass
wand/wpaned
cough/caught
shove/shovel (d)

guage/grced
beauty/pretty ta)

llubtle/stuttle
Drchid/arch
wasp/wishp
soared/serried

lWan/lisHm

(d) could be ~lanGified an a Derivational error
(5) CQuid be classified as a SeMantic error
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sp's errors when reading Regular and Il'regular wo:r.dsare shown in
Table 3.4. As in Test 31 most of hi$ errors (29/35:::83%)were visual
<~~ntained at least half of the letters of the target) I and
26/35::74% were real words, so oould be classified as log-ographio
errors. He made one derivational error SHOVE read as 'shovel' J and
one semantic error BBAUTY read as 'pretty'.

SP frequently made derivational errors during assessment. He
read: FRIGHT as 'f:r.ightened'; BAIXIE as' badger' j JEWEL as
'jewelry' and AMUSE as 'amused'. He also made a number of
errors which could be cl.assified as visual and derivational: ego
QUILT read as 'qualify'; SPADE as 'squared' J and SAtrE as 'surfed'.
To investigate his reading of suffixed words, SP was asked to read
31 suffued words (elit.DUSTY and WORKER) and 31 pseudo-suffi:xed
words (eg. IRONY and LIVER) (Funnell, 1967). Table 3.5 summarises
the errors SI?made on this test,

Table 3.5

SUMary of SP' 5 errors when reading Suffixed and Pseudosuffixed words,

Type of error Examplos of errors Number of errors
Target Response

Visual leader
lively
bolly

ladder
lovely
bally

16/35 n 46X

DI!"ivationall
Sdfb deleted speaker spoak

trea ty treat
fairy fm
corner corn

Suffix subs-
tituted tall y taller

Visual "nd
Derivational poetry portor

propl!r poor
st1ngy mger

-----
9/35 n m
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His performance on the two t:ypes of words was not significantly

different (Chi sq.=2.36, df.;~l~ n.s.), 'rhi5l indicates that there was

no difference between his processin,g of sUffixed and non-suffixed

words, therefol:e his dedvational errors Here not due to

d:tfferential processing of root and bound mOl'phemes, but to his

inefficient visual reading st.rategy. Th(~ high propo:t'tion of

derivational errors agrees with repol'ted re$ults for phonol';rt':L",1

dyslexics (Funndl. 1983i Temple & Mm:-shall, 198:3). However. FUlU.'\'..1.

(198'1) argued that these el;:rOl:Sar~J ';isual errors resulting from the

application of an inunature visua~. l:eading strategy.

In addition to his deriva:t:ionf.l.l el.'l:ors, SP produced one

semantic para.lexia on Test 4.. and a further fOllr dUl':tngsssessnent

(4%of his total errOl'fSon :ceal word.reading), but each was vi!!':'

sl'.I.~ilar to the stimu.lus as well as semanticallY related. He

PENGUINas 'pigeon' J \lIINTERas 'weathat" J AClir..as 'Oll!;)};'; and

PRICE as 'pur$e', On dif'feren.t ccoaatona, ARCH was also read as

'ouch' and PAUSEas 'purse ", Semantic er~ors have been X'(:~portedfor

phonologioal dysle,dos (Funnell) 1983; !inowlins, Stackhouse & Raok,

1986). Seymour and Elder (196S) ident1fied both derivational and

semantio erro~s among~t the errors made by a ~roup of normal

beginning ref!.d(~r~ at the 10goSraphio stese of reading. The

oCCUrrenoe of suoh errors in SP's rending is oonsistent with his

utiliSation of an immature visual, logographio reading st~:ateety,

whioh is in6.ppl.'OI~:datefor an 11 yeal' old ohild.

Test 6 ~ HomophoneDefinition

SJ?'s performanoe on Test a is shown in Appendix 17. SJ?'s reading of

homophones and non-homophones was equally aoourati'> (22/32:::69%

oorrect). All of the 22 non-homophonesread Qorreotly w~re also
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defined correctly I but only 18 of the 22 homophones read correotly
were defined correctly. SI? made two homophone confusion errors
(10%). SP does not have difficulty disambiguating homophones because
he used the visual representation of the word to access its meru1ing.
However I SP did have difficulty naming the letters of the st~ulil
and incol'.·I'ectlynamed the letters of 12% of the 44 items which he
had read correctly (see Table 3.6), Therefore SP's two homophone
0':)Ofu6ionerrors could have arisen because of misreading and not
beoause he used assembled phonology to access meaning. This agrees
with his performanoe on other tests.

When presented with individual letters to name. SI? did not make
any errors I so it was t.mlikely tha.tSI? made letter nanling errors
because he did not lmow the correot letter names. His psyohometric
assessment did not find a defioiency in visual discrimination or
[Jerceptionl exoept in telation to l'.'eaclingIhence his letter naming
errors were further evidenoe of his decoding strategy for printed.
w('Jrcis. His logographio reading strategy does not enoourage
attention to the details of letter sequenoesl partioularly in the
middle of wOrds (Snowling et al., 1966). Although he is able to
discr~ina.te the words for ~eading and definition, he does no'l:
always attend to the details of their letter.ssu;~ficiently in order
to name them correotly in their oorrect sequence,

Table 3.4
SP's letter naming errors on Test b

Target Oei1ned asl Read aSI Spell~d aSI-..-..._.-~- ----claw claw claw claw
pour pour pour p~re
where where where whie"
usod used used ijsud
Moun Moon ~Qtm ~on
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Tests 7 and 8 - Tests of Phonology
S~'s performance on the Silent Tests of Phonology (Test 7) and on
reading aloud of the words from the silent test (Test 8) are shown
in Table 3.7.

Table 3,7

SP's perfor~ance on Tests., and B I Percentage correct responses,

Regular words Irregular words NOnW!iOrds

Silent Testl 0=20 0=20 0=20
X correct eo 75 55

Reading Aloud I n=20 r.=20 0::20
~ correct b~ eo 25
Latency (monds) nc20 0=20 0=20

58 51 99

SF showed no significant differenoe between silent and oral reading
of words (Chi sq.=O,06, d.f.=l, n.s.). This indioates that he oid

not have difficulty with the a.rticulation of the words. There Wa..9
no s~it'ioant differenoe between performance on Resula.r and
Irrb~ular words (Chi sq.=O,06, d.f.=l, n.s.) but, as eXpeoted from
previous results, perfol.'lnanceon l'lOn"'wordswas silroifioantly worse
than on words (Chi sq.=10.39, df.=l, p=O,OOl) on the reading aloud
test. Non-Word performanoe on the Silent Test was at ohanoe level
(55% correot), indioating that he was suessin~, ~md only 5/20 (25%)
non-words were read aloud oOl.'rect1y.

Test e entailed read:i.nl£aloud of three lists of stimuli:
Regulal'words, IrreSUlar words, end Non-wol.'Cls.The time taken fOr

Sl?to Z'espond to the 20 stimuli in eaoh of these lists was met\SUred
(See Table 3.7). His response time inoreased from an average of 2.7
seconda pel.'it.emon the word lis1:s to .5. a seconds per itam on the
non-word list. This slower responce suggests a ohange fl.'omhis
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pr.eferred visual reading strategy to a less efficient phonological
one.

'l'est9 - Spelling Test
In order to determine whether SP employed a similar strategy for
reading and spelling, 'rest 8 (shown in Apt;lendix7) wa.sadministered
as a spelling to dictation task. SP's performance on this test is
also shown in Appendix 7. His level of performance was poor, only
12/40 (30%) of the stimuli were spelt oorreotly. There was no
significant differenoe between his performanoe on re~'lar (7/20= 35%
oOl:'rect) and irregular Hords (5/20=25% correct) (Chi sq.=: 0.119,
d.f.=l, p= n.a.) although regula.r wordt:lhad a slight advantage.

Analysis of SP's errors indicated that 5/11 (18%) Here visual
err~rS indicating some word specif!c Knowledge, as in PIECE spelt as
'pices', EIGHT as 'eigith' and SWORD as 'smod', Such dysphonetic
errOrs are consistent with utili~ation of imprecise, visual
logographio representations f ,1' spelling, and suggest that
orthographic representations had not been developed.

SP showed evidence of attempting to app,ly a phonological
stra:t:egy 1'01' spelling. He produced 12/28 (43%) ph(.mologically
plausible errors of the tYl?e~ COUSIN spelt as "oussen ", DREAM as
'drain' and ROAD as 'rode'. He also made 11/28 (40%) errors which
could be clas$ifiecl as llnsucessful sound a.ttempts, for examplei
WRONG spelt as 'roing', ROAR as 'J:ow'and RAYS as ':~ass·. These
types of errors indicate that SP does try to utilise a l'udS'/lentary
phonological strate&~ for spelling, but this is not very suoessful.

SP l?erfol:'meclbetter at reading the items from Test 9 than at
spelling them, as shown in Table 3.8. This further suggests that he
does not have orthographio l'epresentations available either for
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reading or for spelling. He relies for both on imprecise visual
logographic representtions and poorly developed phonological skills.

Table 3.8

Compamon of SP's Reading and Spelllng performance on Test 9
P@rcentage correct responses,

Regular Words Irregular Words

Reading: 757.

Spelling I 35Y.

Discussion of SF's assessment

SP was signifioant1~ better at reading familia.r words than at
reading unfamiliar WOL~.. ·~ and non-words, a distinctive feature of
phonological dyslexia (Funnell, 1883; Temple & ~!al."shal1,1983). This
difficulty with reading unfsmiliar words Caused SP to perform
significantly worse than the Control Group on both the non-wor.n
reaciing (Test 5, Z=-4 .24, p<O. 001) and non-word Visual Lexical
Deoision (Test 1, Z=-d.53, p<O.OOl). It also accounted for his
signif'icsntly poor performance on the Regular. word reading in 'rest 4.
(Z=-3.686, p<O.OOl). When his performance on High and Low Frequency
Regular words was analysed separately it was appar.ent that his
difficulty was not with the High Frequency items (2=-1.5, p>O.05,
n ,a.) but with the unfamiliar I l~ow Frequenoy items (Z=-3 .125~
p<O.OOl). The Control Group were able to employ their phonological
strategy suocessfully ft)l:' these stimuli while SP was not.

Although SP preferred to read by a visual logographio $tra.te~)
he had some phonic skills, as did other developmental phonological
dyslexios (Snowling at a1.) \886; Temple and Marshall, 1985).



Evidence for this comes from:

- a p8.l:'tial ability to t'ead non-words (25% correct in Te::;t 3 and

Test 8)
- an advantage for reading Low Frequency Regular words (50% correct)

over Irregular LowFrequency t-1ords (25% correct) observed in Test 4

analysis of his errors on Test 3 (See Table 4) suggested that

some phonological knowledge was used in reading, particulal>:'ly when

non-word responses were produced, for example: TAPER read as

'tapper'; TUSK.read as 'tosk' i RAWN as 'rown'; LANS!ON as "Ianson ":

and KEEHas' kneen •

- an increase in response latency when he knew he ~as required to

read non-words (see Table 3.7).

Children may use different types of phonologioal knowledge when

reading (Goswami & Bryant, 1990). SI?'s phonologioal strategy t-1,;l.S

investigated by analysing his errors from Tests 3 and 4 (Table 3.3

and Table 3.4). As discussed above 51?relied un sequential decodi~

using srapheme-to-phoneme correspondenoes and then either guessing a

wow with similar beginl'll.ng or completing the dt.lcoding and producing

errors that were 'unsucessful sound attempts' .

It is widely reported that chlldren with auditory processing

difficulties may fail to develop apPl:'o);),J:'i6.~'phonological skills for

reading (Funnell & Davison 1968; Goswami & Bryant, 1990: Snowling,

1987). 51? had a history of e~ infections, frequently found in

ohildren with defective auditory processing (Welman, 1989). His

perfol:mance on the Auditory Lexical Decision task (,rest 2 in

Appendix 17) was significantly better than the Control Group for

words (Z=2.1B, p<O.05) as would be exoected since he was

chronologically 3 yeats older than the Ccmtrol Group. However he was

significantly worse at identifying non..to?ords (Z=-l1.64 p<O.OO:1.),
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suggesting that he had an auditory input deficit. SP's performance
on Test 7 (Silent Test of Phonology) end Test is n~eading Aloud Items
ftom TesL 7) did not indicate any difficulty "7ithoutPl.ltphonology.
An auditory input deficit would aclvel.'selyaffect h:tsacquisition of
gtaphellle-to-phonemecorrespondences.

Phonological dyslexics read by rec()gnising a visual
representation of the word and using this to a.ccess the word's
semantic and phonological representations (TenlPle&: Marshall, 19S3).
Thus, like otper phonological dyslexics, SP showed no effect of
orthographic reg\.llarityor word length i:1 readil'lg. His difficulty
with reading unfamiliar words and non-words whose visual forms were
not recognised, resulted in lexicalisation errors in non-word
reading and visual paral.exi.as, He had difficulty distinguishing
between worus with similar ViS!lal configurations, so visUI\\l ertol'S
were co~~on and, oocas nally, derivational and visuo-semrultic
errors occurred. SP did no ; have difficulty disambiguating
homophones since he accossed semantics directly from a visual
representation of the word, but he did make errors when required to
nane the letters of words, whit;)hindioates a laok of attention to
the debat led components of Wl.)rds. He lacks the analytic skills
neoessary for development of an alphabetic I phonologioal strategy
for reading.

Considertion of SP's performance on the Assessment Tests
t>.rovidesevidence that he preferred an lmmature, visual logogzoaphic
strategy for reading. He had not develot?ed Visual ol'thog.raphlc
representations either for ~ading or spelling. Although he showed
some evidence of.developing a phonQlogioal strategy for both reading
and spelling, this was quite r.udimentary, inacourate and not his
strategy of.ohuice. A. phonological strategy is not only neoessary
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for reading unfamiliar words, but alphabetic skills are also a
neceSsary foundation for the development of orthographio skills for
both reading and splling (Frith, 1985; Seymour, 1987; Snowling at
al., 1986). In terms of the developmental mcxlels of literacy
acquisition proposed by Frith and SeYmour, SP's development was
arrested at the early, logographic stage. In order to progress to
the phonologocal stage of reading SI?required extension of his
knowledge and utilisation of grapheme-to-phoneme oorrespondence
rules. This was the focus of his remediation.

3.2.3 General Discussion of Assessment

The subjeots displayed very different patterns of performanoe on the
Assessment Tests as a result of their different strategies for
reacting. OF's pattern of performance r~gembled that of a Surface
Dyslexic, while that of SP corresponded to reports of Phonological
Dyslexics (Seymour, 1987; Seymour & MacGregor, 1984). In terms of
the developmental information processing model proposed by Seymour
the reading development of both subjeots was al.'restedprior to tbel2."
development of orthographic reading. Surface or morphemic dysexics
are prevented from establishing an orthographic lexicon by impaired
who listie visual proce~~sing. Phonologioal dyslexios fail to develop
an adequate alphabetio 01' phonological lexicon whioh is a pre-
requisite for orthographic development, 'rhe )?Slyoholinguistio
assessment identified each subjects' reading strategies, stage of
reading development arid the focus of their remediation.
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CHAPTER 4:

4.0 REMEDIATION

The term 'Remediation' is employed to desoribe this seotion of the
study, although the therapy programmes described below aimed to
facilitate the acquisition of abilities tha.tthe subjeots had not
previously developed appropriately. For each subjeot the
remediation was divided into three stages:
(i) Determination of the extent of the subjects' ~~ility in the
area which was the focus of remediat:i il
(ii) Determination of items for training
(iii' Therapy programme
(iv) Determination of the eff.icacy of therapy

4.1 Case 1: DF

The aim of remediation of surface dyslexic subject DF was to develop
his sight vocabula.ry and to encourage utilisation of a. visual
orthographic strategy for reading. To develop a visual reading
strategy I it is liotsufficient to establish visual representations
of words in a Visual Input Lexicon, but it is also necessary to
enoo~~rage direot access from this wClrd specific infOrmation to the
semantic representation of the word in the cognitive system. 'l'hus
remediation aimed both to establish visual representations of words
and develop the use of a visual oode to aocess word meanings.

4.1.1 Subject DF - Remediation ~rogramme

(i) Determlnation of Irregular Words which OF could not read.
Irregular words (a9 defined below) do not obey the grapheme-to~
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phoneme oorrespondence rules of English, and, therefore may only be
read correotly by a visual strategy. To encourage DF to develop his
visual st~ategy he was ttained to read unfamiliar irregLllar words,
whose mew1ings Were known.

A ::ojtof 144 Irregular Words, which are shown in Appendix 12,
of varying frequencie~ of occurrence were selecteu from Carroll,
Davies and Richman (1971). Most of these words did not obey the most
common grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence in English (Berndt, Reggia
& Mitchum, 1987), For example, for the grapheme AI, Berndt et al.
identify five possible corresponding phonemes, the most commonly
occurrlllg being 'ay' as in AID whioh has a conditional probability
p=O.734, whioh means thnt in 7'3.4% of Occurrences of AI in the
corpus of 'Wards studied this graph".lmewas pronounced as "es". The
conditinnal probability that the grapheme AI will correspond with
the phoneme 'uh-' as in VIUAl,N is p:::O.031. Thus, words such as
VILLAIN, with conditional probabilities of p<O.:35, Were considered
to obey uncommon grapheme~to-phoneme correspondences, and were
cl~ssified as Irregular WOl~S. Also olassified as Irregular were
words such as Sl'fORD, RHYME and LISTEN. These contain "word spec ific
~:t'aphemio anomalies" (Berndt. et al., p.5). In other words, they
contain graphemes which occur in so few words that, although their
conditional probability was high, th~ir prior probability of
ocourrenoe was very low ego SW in SHORD (p=O,00003); rui in BHYME
(p=O.OOOl); and ST in LISTEN (p=O.0003).

Examples of both types of Irregular words were included in the
list of 144 Irregular words whioh were administered to DF. on three
occasions, each one week apart. These werA the baseline measures in
the Pro-therapy period.
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(ii) Determination of Items for Training

In the case of DF, the items for training were al~ Irregular words.
They~ere derived from the 144 Irregular words by eliminating: words
that OF could read correctly on more than one pre::;;entationout of
three; wotds that DF could not define~ ie. did not know the meanings
of; and words wh:l.ChDF could f3pell correcrtly. The remaining 66 words
were matched in pairs for frequency of occurrence (Carroll et al'1
1971). Two matched sets of ~~ words each were formed from these 66
words by random assignment of one word from each palr to either set.
The 33 Hords in each set were randomly assigned to three groups of
11 items each, This formed uhe two matched sets of three Training
Lists, shown in Appendix 18.

(iii) 'Xherapy Programme

During the First Phase of Therapy one set of Training Lists (1, 2
and 3) wor.e treated while the second set, Training Lists 4, 5 and 6
were not. In the Second Phase of Thera}?y the second set, Training
Lists 4, 5 and 6 were treated but the first set was not. Eaeh Phase
of Therapy was divided into three periods dUring which one Training
List was treated. At the end of the period OF's performanoe on both
the treated list and thE' matched urrtreatiedlist was assessed. Each
period of treatment comprised four lessons. In each lesson three or
four words from the appropriate Training List were introduced to DF.
The following procedure, adapted from the 'Simultaneous Ol.·al
Spelling' method developed by Bradley 09S3.) and discussed in
Bradley and Bryant (1985), was implemented for each word:
0.) The Hord WIlS written in la.rge sized, lOHer case print, by the

therapist on a blank page of DF's exel'eise book.
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(2) DF named the word and its meaning was discussed.
(3) DF wrote tb~ word, in cursive scr ipt, himself. At the same

time as he wrote each let~~r, he was required to say its
alphabetic name aloud.

(4) He then named the word again, and checked what he had written
by comparing it to the original written by the therapist.

(5) He read the word again, and steps 3 and 4 were repeated two
more times.

(6) The words were covered and DF was ~equired to write the word
from memory, while naming the letters. He checked the word
against the original, and if it was correct, moved to the next
tasK, if it was not correct, this was repeated until the word
was reproduced correctly.

(7) DF suggested a sentence illustrating the word meaning. 1',\1s
wa~ discussed with the therapist, and dictated to DF who wrote
it in his book.

(8) DF was requested to repeat steps 3,4,5 and 6 for each new word
introduced in the lesson, on the afternoon of that lesson, as
'homework'. and once a day'on the days between lessons.

(9) In addition, each word v7aswritten in large, lower case
letters on a small card. These were presented as 'flash cards'
at the foUoHing lesson, and were also used as 'homeHo:r:K'to
encourage whole word recognition, They were stored in an
envelope at the baoK of DF's exeroise book,

.~t the beginning of eaoh lesson, the words trained in the
previous lesson were tested by requiring OF to reoognise, orally
define and write them. Any word not known Nas retrained by
repeating steps 3/4,5 and 6 and inoluded with the new words
introduced in the lesson.
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(iv) Determination of the Efficacy of Therapy

At the end of each of the three periods of training which
constituted a Phase of Therapy, OF was presented with +he words from
the Training List which had been treated during that period ~s well
as '.:hewords of the matched Training List wh,',chhad not been treated
during that period. The words of both Training Lists were randomly
arranged and printed on an A4 page in large, lower case letters. One
item ''''i:l~;presented at a time, the others wet'econcealed. OF was
required ~o read each item alOUd,
therapist

Responses ~!ere recorded by the

4.1.2 Subject OF - Results of Remediation

The performance of subject DF on the various treatment and (.~ontrol
tasks W<iS assessed ac different stages of the remediation section of
the study. Tab12 4.1 summarises the testing sessions and indicates
whiCh tasks were assessed in each. For each task the percenbage of
correct responses was scored.
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Table 4,1
Summary of Data Call ertion

Stage of Study Ses'iion
Number

TaSK Administered

Pre-therapy 144 Irre~ular Words
Homophone Defini lion
ToR,Q,p,
Comprehellsion
Ad thmetic

2 144 Irregular Words

3 144 I rregular Words
HOiDophone Defl~i tion
1,R,O,G,
Comprehension
Arithmetic

First Phase
of Therapy

Period 1
Period 2
Period 3

Training List 1 + Training List 4
Training List 2 + Training List 5
Training List 3 + Training List b

between Phases
of Therapy

144 Irregular Words
Homophone Def ini tion
T.R,O.p.
Comprehension
Arithmetic

Second Phase
Therapy

Per iod 1
Period 2
Period 3

Training List 4 + Training List 1
Training List 5 + Training List 2
Training List b + Training Li5t 3

PQsHherapy 5 144 Irregular Words

144 Irregular Words
Homophone Delini tion
ToR.a.G.
Comprehension
Arithmetic

(i) Results of Therapy

To determine the effect of therapy on the Training sets of
Irregular words I DF's performance on the appropriate treated and

untreated Training Lists was assessed at the end of each N:dod of
Therapy. The percentage of correct responses to each list is shown
in Table 4.2.
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Table 4,2
Subject DF - Resul ts of Therapy

Percentage of correct responses to Training Lists after
each period of training during the two Phases of Therapy

Per ill'hf Therapy Session Number

First Phase of Therapy Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

Trained Lists' 100 l(10 90,9
Untrained Lists~ 36,4 36,4 IB,2
Second Phase of Therapy Perio~ 1 Period 2 Period 3

Trained Lists' 100 100 100
Untrained Llsts' 90.9 BloB 100

• n~11 for each list

In the First Phase of Therapy, Training Lists 1, 2 and 3 were

trained in Periods 1, 2 and 3 respectively, while Training Lists 4,

5 and 6 were untrained. In the Second Phase of Therapy, the

previously untrained ListQ 4, 5 and 6 were trained while Lists 1, 2

and 3 were not. There was a significant change in performance on

the trained items. During the First Phase of Therapy OF's reading of

trained words (Listlal 1, 2 and 3) improved significantly relative to

his reading of the matched, untrained words (Li$ts 4,5 and 6) ,(t-
test f.or repeated measures: t=22, d. f. =2, p<O.005), In tl-..:.c;econd

Phase of Therapy pe:r.formance on Lists 4, 5 and 6 improved

significantly afb3t training so I by the end of the Second Phase of

'l'herapy, at-test f()r repeato;)C\measures showed no significant

difference between performance on the Training sets (t::::1.42, d.f.::2,

p=n, s. ) . The level of pe:t:formance on Training Lists a.tta.ined in the

Fi:t:st Phase of Theral'y ~qasmaintained over 'the Second Phase cf

Therapy,

The 66 words in the 'l'raini!1g Msts were o);,igina.lly derived

from the list of 144 Irrl;:lgular Words shown in Appendix 16, =nd ware
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included in the 144 words which were administered to DF on six

occasions before, during and after Therapy, as indicated in Table

4.1. Table 4.3 and Figure 4.1 showDF's performance on the 144

Irregular WOL·ds.In ruJdition to his total pf'rfornance, his separate

performance on the treated and untreated items is shown.

Table 4,3
Subject DF - Results of Reading lriegular Words

Percentage of correct responses to the 144 lrregul,ar Words on six trials

Session Number"

2 3 4 6
TrEated words:
Training Lists
1, 2 and 3 n=33 9.1 9.1 3.0 87.9 97.0 100
Training Lists
4, 5 and 6 n=33 12.1 b .1 12.1 27.2 93.9 97.0
Un-treated words: n=78 82.1 80.1 82.1 69.2 78.2 79.5
Total n~144 49.3 47.2 47.2 63.9 86.1 89.2
_,--
I Sessions I, 2 and 3 - in Pre-therapy Ppriod

Session 4 - BetN2en Phases of Treatm~ t
Sessions 5 and 6 - in Post-therapy Period

.00

~~1
90

<>-
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Figure 4.1. Subject DF - Irregular word reading.
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There was a significant change in the percentage of total correct
responses between the Pre-therapy and the Post-therapy period
(Cocl~an Q= 153.3~ d.f.=5, p<0.005). This change did not occur over
the Pre-therapy period (Cochran Q= 0.788, d.f.=2~ p= n.s.)~ nor was
there any change over the Post-therapy period (McNe~ar Chi
sg.~0.267~ d.f.=l~ p= n.s.). There was~ however a significant
improvement in the percentage of total correct responses OVer both
periods of therapy (First Phase of Therapy~ between Sessions Number
3 and 4; McNemar Chi sq.=8.45~ d.f.=l, p= 0.002 : Second Phase of
Therapy, between Sessions Number 4 and 5; McNema Chi sq.=21.B4,
d.f.=l~ p <0.001).

To determin~ whether this significant improvement in reading
the 144 i~regular words which occurred during the two Phases of
Therapy was due to a generalised improvement jn reading of all
items, or was confined t~ a specific ,improvementin reading only the
t.teateditems~ treated and untreated items were analysed separately
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4,'\
Analysis ot changes in DF's performance On treated and untreated
iteros of the 144 Irregular Words.

Session
Number

statistic

Treated Items

Overall
Pre-therapy
Post-therapy
Therapy

1 to 6
1 to 3
5 to b
:.l to 5

Cochran a = 227, B
Cochran 0 ~ 0,675
McNemar Chi sq. ~O,25
Cochran D " 84, Bi

d.f,=5
d. f.=2
d, 1.=1
d.f.=2

p<O,Q05
p= n.s.
p= n.s,
p(O.005

Un treated Items

Overall 1 to 6 C~chran 0 " 9,686 d. 1.=5 p= n.s,
Pre-therapy 1 to 3 Cochran Q = 0.119 d ,'f.=2 p= n.s,
; cst-therapy 5 to 6 MtNemar Chi sq. = 0 d. 1.=1 p= n.s,
Therapy 3 to 5 Cochran 0 = 5.5B d. f.=2 p= n.s.
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Treated items (indluding items from all six Training Lists) showed a
significant inorcase in performance over the six sessions (Cochran
Q= 227.8, d.f.=5, p<O.005) but the untreated items did not (Cochran
Q= 9.686, d.f.=5, p>O.05). Once again there Has no significant
change in performance on either treated or untreated items in the
Pre-therapy or Post-therapy periods (See Table 4.4). There was a
significant change in performance on the treated items over the
therapy period, but not for the untreated items.

(ii) F.esultsor Related and Unrelated Processing Tasks

The Related Processing task for DF was the Homophone Definition task
shown as Test 6 of the Assessment tasks. This task was included in
the study to allow for determination of the generalisation of the
effects of therapy. The Unrelated Processing tasks were the Test of
Receptive Grammar (T.R.O.G.), and the H.S.R.C. Comprehension and
Arithmetic tests. These were includ~1 in the study to allow the
potentiallY confounding effects I)f sporrtaneous improvement,
involvement in treatment and repeated testing to be separated from
the effects of therapy.

Table 4.5 shows the percentage of correct responses m!:'.'eby DF
on the related and unrelated processing tasks at the different
stages before, during and after therapy, as shown in Table 4.1.
There was no significant change in performance on the Homophone
Definition task (Chi sq.=O.226. d.f.=3, p=n.s.), the T.R.O.G.
(Cochran Q=O.6, d.f.=3, p=n.s.) or Comprehension task (Chi
sq.=0.447, d.f.=3, p::n.s.) over the period of the study. There was
a significant increase in perfor ·."U1ceon the Arii:hmetic Test
(Cochran Q=11.6, d.f.=3, p<O.Ol). This increase in performanoe
began in the Pre-therapy period and continued through the Post-
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therapy period. None of the other tasks monitored showed an
increase in performance during these periods.

Table 1.J
Subject OF - Performance on Related and Unrelated Processing TasKs

Percentage of correct responses to the tasks on four trials.

Task Session Number"

2 6
Related -
Homopho~e PefinitionH n=32 53 50 50 57.4

Unrelated -
T.R.O.B. n=80 92.5 93.8 93.8 91.~

Comprehension' n=30 43 40 43 53

Arithmetic n=20 20 35 45 55

8 Sessions 1 and 2 - in Pre-therapy Period
Sessiun 4 - Between Phases of Treatment
Session b - At the end of Post-therapy period

, Form A administered in First and Fourth Sessions
Form B administered in Second and Sixth Sessions

H 7. of homophones reud correct! y and spe I t corrsc tl y but not
defined cnrrsctl y, i.e. Confusion Errors.

4.1.3 Subject DF - Discussion of Results

The aim of OF's remediation was to develop his visual reading
strategy and utilisation of a visual code for access to semantic
information. The remedial therapy focused on treatment of loW

frequency irregular words which OF could not read or spell cotrectly
but could defin~. OF's performance on the trained irregular words
improved as a result of therapy. This was indicated by superior
performance on the trained items in Training Lists 112 and 3 over
the natched, untrained items during the First Phase of Therapy 1 as
shown in Table 4.2. During the Second Phase of Therapy performance
on the words in Training Lists 41 5 and 6 improved once they had
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been treated. Performance on the items treated in the First Phase
did not deteriorate over the Second Phase and, Table 4.3 shows, the
level of Performance on all treated itettlSwas maintained in the
Post-therapy period, indicating the permanence of the effects of
therapy on treated items. Irregular word reading did not continue
to improve over the Post-therapy period, after treatment had
terminated, which corroborates the specificity of the eff,;cts of
therapy.

DF did not show any mcrease in ability to read ';helist of 144
irregular words during the three Pre-therapy trials, as can be seen
from Table 4.3. This denotes the absence of effects of spontaneous
improvement, being in therapy or of pre~test sensitisation for this
task. If any of'these had been operating they would have caused
improved performance in this pre-therapy period, when treatment was
absent. Improvement in performance only oocurred after treatment and
remained stable over the two Post-therapy trials, which confirms th~
efficacy of therapy on treated items.

Further evidenoe that the effeot of therapy on the 'treated
items was not due to generalised effects such as spontaneous
improvement, being in therapy or repeated testing' cones from thfJ
stable performanoe on the unrelated processing tasks, the T.R.O.G.
and the Comprehension, as shown in Table 4.5. Had suoh influenues
been operating they would have led to a simultaneous improvement in
performance on these tasks as well as on irregular word reading.
There was, however, a sl,gnifica.ntand continuous improvement in OF's
Arithmetic results throughout the study. This improvem, Ha.":l

oonsistent and did not coincide with any of the stages of the
:remediation study. implying that it was the result of a speoifio
improvement in arithmetic abilities and not :related to OF's language
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processing abilities or the remediation.
Therapy tor OF caused a quantitative change in perfo~mance on

treated irregular words but the effects were specific and did not
generalise to untteated items. In order to determine whether there
was a change in processing strategy the study assessed perfo:t:1tlS.nce
on a related processing task, that of Homophone definition. In view
of the la.ck of gE'nera.lisationof the effects of therapy to the
untreated irregular words. it was not surprising that there was no
ohange in perfornlanceon the homophone task, as none of the stimulus
itell)"Sof that task were inoorporated into the treatment lists. The
percentage of homophone oonfusion errors did not change over the
pericxi of the study whioh implies there was no alteraotionof OF's
strategy of employing a phonological code to access semantic
informatiun. This impliF.,sthat there was no qualitative oh.mge in

OF's reading strategies.
A more sensitive test, than defining Homophones, of DF's

ability to generalise from the words he Has t,rainedto read Nould
have been one that required him to read words containing the samo
irregular segments as those in the treated wotds. For example, if'

the word ROUGH was trained I the words TOUGH and ROUGHEST could be
tested to determine whether the irregular segment oould be
abstra.cteldfrom the trained item and generalised to a different
context , Such generalisation would have indicated more olearly 'that
therapy estr.blishedsub-word elements in an orthographio Iextcon ,

If therapy only produced a ~uantitative ohange in strategy but
no qualitative change, i~ is neoessary to acoount for OF's ability
to read the irre~lar, low frequenoy, treated items without visual
orthographio processing. In assessment OF was a.bleto read high
frequenoy irreguls'l.'we;.l'ClsI whioh was assumed to indior..i..E1that he had
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the ability to establish visual ortnographic representations of
words with which he had become familiar. This assumption seemed to
be confirmed by the effectiveness of treatment that focused on
establishing visual representa'l:.ionsof treated irregular words.
However, it is possible that this assumption was incorrect snd DF
never emplo~ed a visual orthographic strategy, even for reading of
familiar high frequency il:regular stimuli.

In terms of Seymour's 'dual foundation' model (Seymour, 1987,
1990b), development of the orthographio lexicon requires prior
estab;.ishment of a logographic and an alphabetic lexicon, both of
which coexist with the developing orthographic lexioon. It is
possible that the treated items (and highly familiar irregular
words) constituted a 'response set', similar to tho initial 'reading
vocabulary' of beginning readers (Seymour & EldEll:I 1966), which
became established in his logographic lexlcon. Serial processing of
the sequences of letters of the treated words was encouraged dUring
"~mediation. Thus the letters and letter sequences could have
operated as 'sali~nt f.eatures' to guide the selection of responses
from the 'response set' of troa.ted items. .£n other words, OF could
have oonbdnued to apply an established cCJmbination of alphabetio and
logographic prooessing strategies to ths treated items. This
explanation is supported by examination of the erro~ responses to
the treatment and control items during the two phases of therapy. DF
occasionally confused visL',ally similar items f;t'om the 'response
set' . 'llhe woro' trough' whioh had been trea.ted was confused with
visually similar words, BOUGH and THROUGH in the control lists which
had nct , at that stage been 'treated. At the end of therapy, when
all items had been treated I TROUGH was read as 'through' and RECEIPT

as 'reoipe'.
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In summary1 DE"s rest'.lts establ.iahed that the remediation technique

~as highly '":pacific and only achieved improvement of his ability to

read trl.~l.t.c,l :irregular words. 1t appears that this improvement was

a consequence of quantitative modification of 'his eXisting reading

strategy although tl'i('lresul~s cannot exclude the possibility of

qualitative change. :'he the oretical implications of DE"S :i:eSUJ.ts

are discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.2 Case 2: SP

Remediation of Phonological DysJ.exic SP aimed to extend his
knowledge and use of gra.pheme-to-phoneme cozrespondences in reading.

4.2.1 Subjert SP - Remediation Programme

(i) Determination of SP's knowledge of Grapheme-to-l?honeme
Correspondences

The extent of SP's knowledge of gtapheme-to-phoneme correspondenoes
was investigated. beginning with single sound/let"
and progressing to more complex ones. SP was present~ with a
randcmsed list of all the letters of the alphabet. He Wb.-9 able to
sound and name the individllal letters correctly. To :('urther
investigate his knowledge of common graphetne-to~phoneme
correspondences, SP was asked to read regular. ~OH frequenoy Hords
to read.

The First List of Regular Words presented to SP oonsisted of 89

Hords with a frequenoy of ooourrenoe between 0 and 50 per million in
the Carroll et al. (1971) oorpus, as shown in Appendix. 19. Low
frequency words were unlikely to be represented in his visual input
Iexi.con , and p:robably rec;tuil:'ea phonologioal strategy to be decoded

suooessfully. Each word ccntatned target graphell'le-to-phonetne
correspondences whioh were the most oommonly occurring, ie. had u

prior probability of ooourrenoe p>O.OOl (Berndt et al., 1987). ThuD,
words such as FROQ.Kwere mcluded (the grapheme has a prior

probability, p=0.0026), while words suoh as HEAP with p=O,0004 were
not.

When there was more than one possible mapping for the grapheme
onto a phoneme, the most commonly oocurring mapping was included,
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and only words with grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences that had a
conditional probability, p>0.5 (Berndt at al., 1987) were inoluded.
Thus, the list of regular words inoluded items such as CRUNQH in
whioh the target grapheme, CH, corresponds to the phoneme 'toh', its
most common mapping ~1ith a high conditional probability of p=0.640,
but did not include items such as CHEF in whioh the target grapheme,
CH, maps onto the phoneme "sh ' with a low oonditional probabilit.y,
p=0.069.

This list of 89 words were randomly arranged and written in
large print on A4 paper. They Here presented one word at a time for
Sf:' to read aloud, A dii'fel:.'entrandonfsed arrangement of the list
was presented to SI? on three ocorusionsl each one week apart. These
wore the three baseline measures on regulur words in the Pre-i;hera.py
period.

(1i) Determination of the Items for Training

SP's performance on the First List of Regular Words was examined. l1e

.las siE$llificantly better at reocling words with frequency of
occurr~nce above 10 per million (51.5%) than those below 10 pet
million (29%) (Chi sq.=13.9, df=l, p<O.OOl). Some of the words with
frequencies above 10 per million may be rePtesented in his visual
lexicon, and were read by a visual strategy. During his assessment,
reported in section 3.2.2, SP read approximately 25% of non~wol.'ds
oorreotly, If Unfamiliar words are peroeived as non-words by SJ?,
then he should be able to read t\pl?roxiJnately25% of them. He reed
29% of the words with a frequenoy of ocourr.enoe below 10 per million
oorrectly, so it appeared that he was unfamiliar with most of thein,
treated them like non-words, and attempted to read them by his
ineffioient phonological strategy, Thus, it was oonsidered that
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these low frequency words were appropriate for testing Sp's
phonological strategy, in particular, his knowledge of grapheme-to-
phoneme correspondences.

Based on SI?'s parformance or.the E'irst List of 89 Regular W01-dS

a Second List of Regular Words was devised containing 97 words with
f~equenoies below 10 per million (Carroll et al., 1871). This
Seoond List of Regular Words is shown in Appendix 20. This list was
more balanoed than the First List to allow more accurate comparison
of SI?>s performance on each of the selected grapheme-to-phoneme
correspondences. The 97 words were selected lqO as to include five·
examples of each of the most commonly occurring grapheme~to-phoneme
mappings of the most freqUently occurring vowel and consonant
digraphs (Berndt at al., 1987). The most common grapheme-to-phoneme
mappings had conditional probabilities greater than O.S. The most
coltllIlonlyoccurring vowel and consonant digraph.<:seg. GA, AU, or and
CH, CK, LE, had a prior probability greater than 0.001. The 97 words
also included five examples of the most common, context sensitive
rules such as the modification of the pre-consonru1t vowel by a final
position E. Appendix 21 shows an analysis of the ta:t:'liietgrapheme-
to-phoneme oorrespondenct:'s in the Seoond List of Regular Words.
(Some words contained moze than one target correspondence, thus 97
words were sufficient to provide five exa~ples of eaoh of the 20
correspondences.)

Stimuli of the Seoond List of Regular words were randomly
ordered and presented to SI? following the same ~l'ocedure as for the
First List. This list was only presented on one oooasion, since its
PUrPose was to establish whioh grapheme-to-phoneme correSpondences
should be inoluded for treatment. Appendix 22 shows a summary of
S~'~ perfOrmance on the Second List of Resular Words. The gl'apheme-
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to-phoneme correspondel1ces where SP read four o:rfive out of the
five examples correctly were: OW in BARROW; QU in QUIJ~T; NG in
HANGER; LE in BEETLE; EE in DEED j CK in SNA("'KiCH in MUNCH. These
conreapondences Were not used f01:' remediation. The mo~ commonly
occurring of the remaining 12 g~apheme-to-phoneme correspondences
which SP found difficult were selected for treatment. As shown in

Appendix 22, these were:
U corresponding to 'ay' as in ATE
OJ oorzespond ing to '0' as in CODE
I...E oorresponding to 'ai' as in ICE
UJ: corresponding to 'yU' as in USE
00 correspolviing to '00' as in BOOT

EA corresponding to 'ee' as in EAT
The correspondences to be remecliatecl were matched for visual
similarity and fre<:Juenoyof occurrence (determined by comparing the
product of the prior and conditiono.l probabilities). The
coreespondence A_E was matched with OJ, 1_E with UJ and 00 ~.'fith
EA. One from each matched pair was randomly assigned to two
training setS. The First TrainiP~ Set oontained cor~espondences
A...E> IJ, and 00. The correspondences OJ) U_E and EA were assigned
to the matohed Second Training Set.

(iii) Therapy Programme

DUring the First Phase of Therapy the oorrespondences in the First
'l'rainingSet~ were treated, while those in the Seoond Training Set
were untreated. In the Seoond Phase of Therapy> the oorrespondenoes
of the Second Training Set were treated while those of the First Set
were not. Each Phase of Therapy was divided into three periods and
one correspondenoe was treated in eaoh period. At the end of eaoh
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period SP's performance on words containing both the trained and the
matched, untrained correspondence was assessed. Each period of
tr$L~L~ comprised four lessons. tn each lesson approximately five
wotds were introduced which obeyed the correspondence to be treated.
Words used it!treatment were suggested by t; 9 subject, with the
constraint that they obey the grapheme-to-phoneme corresl?olAtlence
selected for treatment at eaoh particular stage. Lower case plastic
letters were used to visualise the words, as in the first of
B:radley's teaching methods, for impl':o'1ringphonological skills
(Bradley & BrYAnt, 1985; p.137). The following procedure was
implemented in each lesson.
(1) SP suggested words and formed the words with the plastic

letters.
(2) SP was encouraged to see the commonalities in the words by;

sounding the words aloud, and relating the phonemes to the
graphemes of the words, and by moving the plastio letters to
show that the target g:rapheme was related to the same phoneme,
even in diffell'entwords.

(3) He then oopied the words into his exeroise book, saying the
nama of each letter as he wrote it.

(4) He checked hi$ $palling against tl.eplastio letters by naming
eaoh letter, then sounded the word and read it. He repeated
this three times for eaoh word.

(5) Sf:'Was instructed to repea.t this procedure for each t~Ol.-d1 at
home on the afternoon of the 1esoonl and onoe on the day
be'tHeen lesSlons.

(6) At the end of each lesson SF oombined the words into a mnemonic
sentence (Goulandris, 1985), for example: fhe trooL sa.tby the
COOL POOL when he should have been at SCHOOL. He wrote this
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sentence under the words in his e'{ercisebook, and used it to
remind himself of the correct way to pronOUnce tne words.

(7) At the beginning of each lesson, the items treated in the
previous lesson were revised before new items were introduced.

(iv) Determination of the Efficacy of Therapy

A Training Test was devised for each of the matched pairs of
correspondences. Appendix 23 shows these three Training Test~. Each
Test contained 20 low fre<;lqencywords, 10 examples of each of the
Training Correspondences, which SP had not generated during
treatment. Thus, Training Test 1 comprised U and OJ words. It
was administered 011 two occasions; at the end of the first period of
training in the First phase of Therapy, following treatment of the
A_E correspondence, and at the end of the first period of the Second
Phase of Therapy, following treatment of the correspondence O_E.
Similarly, Tra;ning Tests 2 and 3 were administered at the end of
the second and third periods of treatment in both the First and
Second Phase of Therapy. The stimuli of the each Training Test were
randomly arranged and printed in large, lower case letters on A4
paper. They were Presented one item at a time, the others were
cOhcealed. SP was instruoted to read the items aloud. His
responses were recorded by the therapist.

4.2.2 Subjeot SP - Results of Remediation

The performanoe ~f the su~jeot SP on the various tasks was assessed
at different stages of the study. Table 4.8 summarises the sessions
and indioates which tasks Were assessed in each. For each task the
percentage of COrrect responses was soored.
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Table 4.6
Summary of ~ata Collection

stage Session
NUBber

Task Administered

Pre~therapy 1 89 Regular Words
Non~wQrd Reading
T.R.D,S.
Comprehension
Arithmetic

89 Regular Words

3 B9 Regular Worns
Non~Hord Reading
T.R.D.B.
Comprehension
~ri+hmetic

First Phase Pt!riod 1 Training Test 1
of Therapy Period 2 Training Test 2

Period ;) Tf'aining Test 3

Between Phases 89 Regular Words
of Therapy Non-liard Reading

T.R.D.G.
Co~prehenslon
Ari thmetic

Second Phase Period 1 Training Test 1
of Therapy Period 2 Training Test 2

Period 3 Training Test 3

Post-therapy 89 Regular Ijords

6 89 Regular Words
Non-word Readin~
T.R.O.G.
Comprehension
Arithmetic

(i) Results of 'therapy

The effeot of therapy on treated and untreated grapheme-to-phoneme
correspondences wa~ assessed dUring the Therapy period by

administration llf the appropriate Training Test a.tthe end of each
period of training, as shown in Tabl.e4.6. Table 4.7 and Figure 3
ShOH SP's percentage of correct responses on these tests.
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Table 4,7
Subject SP ~ Resul ts of Therapy

Percentage of correct responses to the trained and
untrained i~ems in the Training Tests after each
period of training du'log the two Phases at Therapy

P~ase of T' erapy

First Phase cf Therapy Psriud 1 Period 2 Period 3

Trained items$ 100 10~ 90.9
Untrained items' 50 40 50
--.--
SecoJlld Phase Ji Therapy Period 1 Perruo ' Period 3

Trained item;;;' 100 90 100
Untrained items' 100 90 90

• n=10 for each list

The results of the therapy show a significanc improvement in
performance on the words containing the correspondences which had
been tl'ain,~. In the First Phase of Tberapy SP's roaciing of the
trained items in the Train~ng Tests was significantly better th&l
his pe:r.formance on the matched, untrained ite!hs in the Training
Tests (t-test for repeated measures: t=16, d.f.=2, p<0.005). In the
[jecone.c>hase of Therapy, during t"hich the previously untrained
correspondences were treated, a t-test for rep'eatedmeasures showed
no significant difference between perfucmance on these and the items
trainoi in the First Phase (t=l, d.f.::::2,p=n.s.). The level of
performance on the trained items attained in the First Phane of
Therapy was maintained over the Se~ond Phase of Therapy.

To determine the effaces of the remediation programme on SP's
reading, his performance on the list of 89 Regular \'IOl'ciS ahosm in
Appendix 191 Has assessed on the six cccasaons , as indicated in
Table 4.6, before, during and after therapy. Some of the words of
this list contained the grapheme-to-phoneme cor:r.esp,ondenceswhioh
were the t8l'getsof remediation. These items were considered ae
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't~eated' while those which did not contain treated correspondences

Table U
Subject SP - Performance on Reading Regular W~r~s

were the 'untreated' items. Table 4.8 and Figure 4.2 show SI?"s
performance on the 89 Regular Words.

2 3

Percentage of correct responses to the Fir5t Llst of 89 Regular
Words on ~ix trials

SeSSlon Number'

Words containlng
trea ted n=29
cQrrespondences

27.6 27,6 27.6 ~5.2 82,8 62,B

\lords containing
untreated n=60
correspondences

45.0 36,7 43,3 55.0 63,3 61.7

Total n=89 39,0 33,7 38.2 55,1 69,7 68.5
eSessions 11 2 and 3 - in Fore-therapy Perlod
Session 4 - Between Phases of Treatment
Smio05 5 and b - in Post-therapy Period

M
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Figure 4.2. Subject 51?- Regular word reading.
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There was a signifioant improvement in the percentage of correct
responses for the total 89 words over the six trials (Coohran Q=

61.91, d.f.~5, p<0.005). However. there was no significant change in

the percentage of correct responses either over the Pre-therapy or
the Post-therapy periods (Pre-therapy: Ccchran Q= 4.6, d.f .;: 2, p=
n.s.; Post-therapy: McNemar Chi sq.=O, d.f.=1, p= n.s.) so this
.improvement did not occur over these perioos. 'rhe improvement in

performance was confined to the First and Second ?hases of Therapy
when there were significant changes (First Phase: HcNemar Chi
sq.::4.87, d.f.:::1, p= 0.02; Second Phase: McNemar Chi sq.::: 5.78,
d.f.:::l, p= 0.016).

To determine whether this significant improvement, dUring the
First and Second Phases of Therapy I in reeding the 89 regular words
T4aS due to a generalised improvement in reading of a.l.l iteiW, or was
confined to a speoifio imprt:)vementin reading onlY the 'j.{orcls
containing treated correspond~nces, treated and untreated items were
analysed separa.tely. The results of this al1alysis are shosm in Table
4.9.

Table 4.9
Analysis of changes in SP's performance on words containing treated
and untreated correspond~nces in the B9 Regular Words.

Session
Nuruber

Statistic

Trea ted Items

Overall ! to 6
PrHhmpy 1 to 3
Post-therapy 5 to 6
Therapy S to 5

Cochm a ~ 46,97 d. f .=5 p(Q,005
Cothm 0 < 0 d. f.=2 pr. n.5.
McNemar Chi sq,=O d. 1.=1 p= n.s,
Cochran 0 " 16.65 d. f .::2 p<~.OO5

Untreated Items

Overall 1 to 6 Cochran 0 " 23,59 d.f I =5 p<O.OO&
Pre-th~rapy 1 to 3 Cochran 0 ::; 2.27 d.t.=2 p= n.n.
PosHherapy S to 6 McNemar Chi sq,cO,hB d. f, al pn n.5.
Tharapy 3 to 5 Cochran Q " 7 d.1.=2 p<O.OS
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There was a signifioant change in performance on both the treated
and untreated correspondences over the six trials (see Table ~.6).
Performance on neither treated nor untrea.ted items changed
significantly in the Pre-therapy or Post-therapy periods, thus the
change in performanoe was confined to the Therapy period. The
improvement in performance for treated items (27.6% to 62.8%) was
greater than that for the unt~~~~ed items (43.3% to 63.3%).

(ii) Results of Related and Unrelated Processing Tasks

The Related Processing Task for SP was the Non-word reading test
shown as Test 5 of t.heAssessment tasks. This task was included in
the study to allow for determination of the extent of generalisation
of treatment. The Unrelated Processing tasks wet·s the T.R.O.G. and
the H.S.R.C. Comprehension and Arithmetic tests. These tasks wore
included in the study .:IS oontrol measures. Table 4.10 shows the
percentage of correot responses made by SP on ~he related and

unrelated processing tasks at different stages of the study. As

indicated in Table 4.6, these wer.e before, during and after
therapy.

Sf" s performance on the related language processing task, the
Non-word Reading showed a signifioant ohange over the period of the

study (Coohran Q::: 10.87, d.f.:::3, p<O.025). 'rlherewas a. signifioant
improvement in performance betHeen Sessions 4 and 6 (MoNel1ls,rChi
sg.=5.06, d.f.::L ),:'=0.024). There was no change in performanoe in
the Pre~ther.apy period (MoNemar Chi sq.=O.9, d.t'.::l, p::::n.s.)nor
over the First Phase of Therapy OtcNemar Chi sg. =0.75, d.f .=1,
p=n.s.).
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Table 4.10
Subject SP • Performance on Related and Unrelated Processing Tasks

Percentage of correct responses to the tasks on four occasions

Task Session Numbers

b
Related»
Non-word Reading n::32 25 37.5 25 56.3

Unrelated -
T.R,C.G. n=80 92.5 92.5 93,8 93,8

Comprehension- 0'30 50 63 57 bb

Arithmetic n=20 50 40 45 35

• Sessions 1 and ~ - 111 Pre-therapy Period
S~s9ioo 4 ~ Be ;ween Phases of TreatMnt
Session 6 At the end of Post-therapy period

• Form A administered in First and Fourth Sessions
Form B adminiStered in Smnd and Sixth Sessions

To determine whethel:'the strategy SF? used to J;'eadnon-words altered
during the same period his errors weJ:'eanalysed. Appendix 24 shows
SP's responses to the non-nord stimuli on the four sessions. Errors
in which a non~word is read as a visuallY similar real word indicate
utilisation of a visual reading st;;a.tegyfoX' reading. The
Peroentage of non-words whioh SE>read at' 'real'HordsHas similar for
Sessions 1 (40.6~)1 2 (37.5%) and 4 (43.8%) but reduoed to 25% at
Session 6. Although the amount of the reduction failed to reach a
statistically ~lignificantlevel (Chi sg.=1.73, d.f. =1, p=O .18)I it
oocurred betw~en Sessions 4 and 6, and coincided with both the
Second Phase of Therapy and a significant improvement in non-word
l:eading.

There was no significant ohange in SP's performance vii the
unrelated processing tasks over the period of the study: T.R.C.G.
(Cochran Q::;O.2221 d.f.=3, P=n.S.)i Comprehension (Chi sq.=O.529,

l
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d.f.=3, p=n.s.); and Arithmetic (Cochran Q=1 81, d.f.=3, p=n,s.).

4.2.3 Subject SP - Discussion of Results

The assessment of subject SI?determined that he preferred a visual
logographio strategy for reading, His reading was characterised by
superior performance on familiar words over unfamiliar words and
non-words, with a tendency to produce vi::..J.l and lexicalisation
errors, This pattern of performance resembled that of subjects with
acquired and developmental 'phonological dyslexia' (Seymour, 1986;
Snowling at 13.1.,1986; Temple & Marshall, 1983), as well as younger,
normal readers (Frith, 1965; Seymour & Elder, 1986). In order to
progress to the phonological stage of reading (Frith, 1985) SP
required development of phonological abilities. ~he aim of
remediation for SI?Has to dave lop his knowledge and use of gl'apheme-
to-phoneme correspondences , The remedial therapy focused on
treatment of commonly occur:r.·inggrapheme-to-phoneme correspondences
which SI?did not know.

The results of S~'s remediation were similar to those for OF.
There was a significant, stable effect of therapy ()n HOrdS
contai~ing the treated correspondences (Tables 4.7 and 4.8). This
effect could not be asoribed to general effects such as spontaneous
improvement, effects of being in therapy or ~epeatecl testing, since
the~e we~e no significant changes in pe~formanoe either dUring the
study (on any of the Unrelated processing tasks) or during the ?re-
therapy and Post-therapy periods (on any of the tasks moniter-ad).

In contrast to OF, however, SP's results indicated that the
effects of therapy were not confined to the treated items but did
gene~alise to the regular words containing untreated correspondences
as well as the non-words of the Related Processing task, as Shown in
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Tables 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. His performance on the untreated items
in the list of 89 Regular words improved significantly from 43.3% to
63.3% over the Therapy period (Cochran Q =7, d.f.=2, p<0.05). This
improvement was absent in the Pre-therapy period and did not
continue in the Post-therapy period indicating that it was a direct
effect of therapy.

Performance on the Non-word reading task remained stuble over
the First Phase of Therapy but increased significantly over the
Second Phase (McNemar Chi sq.= 5.06, d.f.=l, p=O.024). These
results imply that treatment had an effect on the underlying
processing strategy applied during word and non-word reading. This
hypothesis is supported by a reduction in the percentage of
lexi.calisation errors (from 43.8 to 25) on the Non-word reading task
at the end of the Post-therapy period, a~shown in Appendix 24.
The reduction in these erro:rsdenotes a change from a logographic
strategy towards a phonological strategy with a consequent increase
in the number of non-words which were read as non-words. As,

suggested for DF, a more accurate indication of a change in

processing strategy would have beer, to measure response latency. If
the increase in performance on the Non-word reading task and the
reduction in lexicalisation errors had been accompanied by a
let"lgthening in the response latencies related to the length of the
stimulus, this would have confirmed a strategy change. Seymour
(1990a) incorporated a measure of response time in his study of
:remediation of phonological dYGlexic subject OK, and he established
that there was a change from a holistic logographic strategy for
reading to a slower alpha.betic st:rategy following intervention.

Aocording to Seynlour's \dual foundation' model of reading
acquisition, development of t.heorthographic lexioon depends on
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establishing both a core 'logographic lexicon' and an 'alphabetic
lexicon' which, in turn, depends for its develcpment on the
acquisition of phonological awareness. SP's reading development was
arrested at the logographic stage, attesting to his failure to
establish and utilise an alphabetic lexioon. According to Seymour's
model a faUure to develop phonological awareness may undelie this
lack of development of an alphabetic lexicon.

Remediation aimed to extend SP's knowledge of grapheme-to-
phoneme correspondences. The remediation strategy was based on that
utilised by Bradley and Bryant (1985). This teaching strategy is
thought to encourage phonological awareness in addition to teaching
grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences (Goswami & Bryant, 1990). The
generalisation of the effects of SF's therapy to the untreated items
and the non-word reading task, suggests that therapy was effective
r',t only in establishing previously unknown grapheme-to-phoneme
correspondences, but also in development of phonological awareness.
This phonological awareness Prompted utilisation of both the newly
acquired corre~>!?ondences and those correspondences which SP had
managed to acquire prior to intervention.

Although SP •s phonological awareness was not assessed directlj.·
during the study, his assessment did suggest that he maY have
impaired auditory processing which might imply impaired development
of phonologioal awareness. The remediation employed visual and
a~ditory representations of words. By manipulation of pla~tic
letters, segmentation of these representations was encouraged to
establish letter-sound oorrespondencesl as well as generalisation of
sound and letter segments from one word to another. It seems
feasible, therefore, to postulate that SP had failed to
spontaneously develop phonological awareness in the auditory
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modality, but when this was exPlicitly combined with instruction in
the visual modality, phonological awareness was enabled. A number of
types of phonological awareness have been suggested (Goswami &

Bryant, 1980; Morais, Alegria & Content, 1987), some of which are
usually established before the child begins to read, including
awareness of rhyme and alliteration and others which develop as a
consequence of fmniliarity with alphabetic script. To elucidate
the interaction between developing phonological awa.reness and
alphabetic processing it is recommended that future studies of
remediation of developmental phonological dyslexics should include
assessment and monitoring of phonological awareness.

To summarise, SP's results established that the remediation
programme was effective not only in producing a quantitative
improvement in reading ability, but also a qualitative change in
reading strategy. The theoretical imPlications of SP's results are
discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

In the past twenty years, a substantial literature concerning
modular information prooessing models of skilled reading has been
established. Based on these, models of the development of reading
and spelling skills have been proposed. In the light of these
models explanations for different types of acquired end
developmental dyslexia have been advanced, and procedures for the
assessment of reading skills have been developed. However I there
has been a paucity of model-based studies of remedi.ation, either of
acquired or developmental disorders. The present study sought to
address this area by applying a model-based approach to the
assessment and ~emediation of two developmental dyslexics.

Two subjects with significant reading problems were selected.
Each subject exemplified one of the two major patte~ns of breakdown
of the acquisition of reading skills. Assessment of one subject, OF,
indioated that he preferred a phonological strategy for reading,
while the other subject, S~, relied on a visual lcgographic
strat~g}r. OF's pattern of performance on the assessment tests was
characteristic of developmental surface or morphemic dyslexics
(Coltheart et al .. 1883; Seymour 1986, 1990a). SP's performance wa.os
characteristic of developmental phonological dyslexics (Seymour,
1986; Snowling, 1886; Temple & Marshall, 1883). The re~ding
strategies of both subjects were appropriate for ohronologically
YOUnger children, supporting Frith's (1985) notion that dyslexia is
due to a failure to progress to the next stage of skill acquisition.
In order to progress to the orthographic stage of skilled reading
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appropriate for their ages, both subjects required establishment of
a visual orthographic lexicon (Frith, 19S5; Seymour, 1990b).

Although the psycholil'Jguisticassessment identified which
processing strategieJshad been acquired and the developmental. model
of reading identified the stage of reading skill acquisition,
neither
programme.
strategy

could prescribe the exact content of a remediation
Two approaches are possible, either tra.ining the

which the subject has not acquired thus allowing
development to proceed, or to directly attempt to establish an
orthographic lexicon, even though prior skills have not been
mastered. Frith and Seymour have ~ropOcled models of reading
acquisition which emphasise that both logographic and alphabetic
skills are necessary prerequisites for orthographic development.
This suggests that remediation shculd focus on development of these
prerequisite skills in order to uvercome the blockage to
development. The present study adopted this approach, so
remediation of the surfac€"dyslexic subject aimed to develoi,lhis
visual readi~ strategy, while for the phonologioal dyslexic the
goal was development of a phonological strategy.

In the remediation stage of the study different therapy
programmes were devised and administered to each of the subjeots.
Their efficacy was investigated employing a single subject,
longitudinal design which alllJwec: ff'ectsof therapy to be
isolated from the poten'dally confoi. ., ,:effectsof spontaneous
improvelllent,being involved in therl::POYand repeated testing. In
addition to isolating the effects of therapy, the delOligrtallowed
determination of the extent of generalisation of these effects to
the underlying reading strategy. The remediation programmes
administered to the two oases of developmental dyslexia were
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effective in causing improved performance on the treated items for
both subjects. In +~e case of the phonological dyslexic therapy
effected a change jn reading strategy but this was not apparent for
the surface dyslexic subjeot. Neither subject indicated improved
con~rehension as a result of therapy, in spite of the SUc~ess of
therapy on treated items,

Remediation of surface dyslexic, OF, established that he oould
be trained t.oread irregular words, however it was n\?t apparent
whether this indicated that orthographic representations had been
established. Indeed, as discussed in Chapter 4 (section 4.1.3), the
lack of generalisation to untreated words and the related language
processing task might indicate that his orthographic strategy had
~ot been affected by the intervention.

The interpretation that OF failed to qualitatively a.lter his
processing strategy as a result of therapy is in agreement with the
results of remediation of surface dyslexic subject RC reported by
Seymour (1990a). RC failed to change his serial processing,
phonologioal strategy for reading as a result of remediation aimed
at developing his orthographic lexicon. Seymour supported his
conclusion by reference to measures of RC's reaction time to wo:td
and noo-word stimuli made at the pre-intr?:t'ventionand post-
interventio~ assessments. Measuring reaction time (or response
latency) can give a direct,indication of th~.strategy opera.ting in
single word re~ing (Seymour, 1986; Seymour & MacGregor, 1984). In
the present study response latenoies were not assessed so it was not
possible to determine directly whethe~ OF's increased performance on
the treated irregular words coincided with a change in processing
strategy. A change towards a. whole word processing strategy would
have been aooompanied a reduction in response latencY. If DF, like
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RC, continued to employ a phonological strategy which entailed
serial processing, i0:;:ponselatencies would have been related to the
length of the stimulus.

OF's results are consistent with the interpretation that his
reading strategy did not undergo qualitative modification as :;
result of the-r.apy.However they are also consistent with the
interpretation chat hie reading strategy did undergo a qualitative
change, but that this change was not detected by the measures
employed. in the study. Measures (Jf response Iatenov would have
clarified.this issue.

Although the r.esultsof OF's remediation seem to resemble those
of RC (Seymour 1990a) i.nthat therapy failed to alter his p.r" ,:ssing
strategy, OF's performance on untreated items as a result of
remediation differed from that of Re. OF showed no effect of
treatment on the Lmtreated items, whereas RC's performance on
untreated items did improve. An explanation for this difference in

r.esultsis suggested by SeymollrI who e:xplainsthat the m~thodology
employed in his. study may not have allowed for the ~f.fa(.;l;sof
therapy to be separated from confounding effeots such us e~edences
in the home or at school. ,Thus, the increase in performanQe on
untreated items shosn by RC may have been the result of a
generalised effect of being in therapy or spontaneous maturation,
rather than a specific effect of the b e~tment. 'fhedesign of the
present study diu a.llowisolation of the effeots of thtll:'apy.':'rom
suoh confounding effects by including multiple baseline measures as
welJ as multiple pre-therapy and post-therapy as~essment$. Henoe, it
is feasible to postulate that the results of DF's remediation wore
congruent with those of Re, in that both subjects exhibited a
significant inf. »ence of treatment on treated itertl:;:but not on
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unt~eated items nor on their reading strategies. This tentative
correspondence invites fUrther investigation especially in view of
the theoreticl;!.limplications of non-specifio effects of therapy ~
discussed below.

An alternative explanation of the diffe~ence in the effects of
generalisation of the effects of therapy for DF and Be might lie in
the type of remediation undertaken. RC I S remedia.tion focused
directly on establishing an orthographic lexicon, whereas this was
only indirectly the focus of OF's thenapy, DF was exposed to a
specific programme designed, to encourage visual processing \' whole
words. The generalisation of RC's treatment may have indicated
orthographic development by establishment of sub-word units in an
orthographic fr~nework which could be utilised to read untreated
words. In the long term~ this might be expected to develop
orthographio reading~ whereas it is questionabl~ wh~ther this would
be the case fer DF. Relevant to this point is th~ age difference
between RC (Chronological Age 9.2~ Reading Age 7.S) and OF (CA
11.4, RA 9.4). Sinoe OF was two years older than RC, his deviant
oompensatory strategies may be more ingrained and resistant to
ohange than those of Re. Orthographic development might be more
diffinult to initiate in an older dyslexio subJeot than in a younger
one~ and therefor.e not apparent over the sho~ter period of this
study.

The extent to Hhioh the effects of therapy genera.lised to
untreated itelns is of theoretioal importanoe for the interpretation
of the organisation of the lel<icon. Byng aridColtheart (1986) found
that rehabilitation of r.heir acquired surf~oe dyslexic patient by
treating il'regular woros nct only improved performanoe on treated
i,tams but also had a non-sl?eoifio ef~ect on untreated j.tems.
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Coltheart and Byng (1889) note that two different theoretical models
have been advanced to account for the functional relationship
between the levels of word, letter and semantic processing.
Acoording to the item-specific model (Harris & Coltheart, 1886;

Johnston & McClelland, 1960) words are represented by abstract word
deteotors whioh are specifically activated by a. stimulus, Hhile
others are inhibited. In distributed-l:'eprasentationmodels (Hinton,
McClelland & Rwnelhart, 1986) sp~oific words are not represented by
unique word detectors, but by specific patterns of activation of
across a network of abstract word elem.ents. B~ed on computer
simUlations of learning in these networks, Coltheart and Byng

(p .173) conc1...dethat the non-speoUic effect of treatment ob.;lerved
with their surface dyslexic patient oorrobo:t:'atedthe view that "thl!l
visual word reoosnition system is based on distributed
represamtations" . Sinoe this patient had acquired surfaoe dyslexio
S'lI1TI..'Otoms,as a result of tl'auma, subsequent to de1Jel.opingskilled
reading, it seems reasonable to assume that his tretatment affeoted a

fully developed but inadequately functionin~ orthographic lexicon.
in the case of remediation of developmental dYslexio RC~

Sa~nour aimed to direotly develop an orthographio lexioon. The
results of Be's intervention, in pal"tioul~rthe generalisation of
the effeots of treatment to untreated items, oorresponded to those
reported by Coltheart and Byng. Seymour suggested that this fUl.'thel'
supports e. oonnectionist model of the Iexicon, of the type he
proposed, in whioh entries are coll1binationsof sub~lexif~alelements.
However, as noted above, there is some doubt about the validity of
RO's results and they a.ppeel'to contradiot the :::esultsof the
present. study on this matts);'of generalisa.tion of effeo·ts of
tl:eat.mentto untreated items.
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If one accepts that remediation of Be did generalise to
untreated items, while remediation of OF did not show any such
generalisation, then an alternative exPl&lation could be advanced in
terms of the operation of different lexical stra.tegies for reading.
If Be did establish an orthographio strategy, operating on $ub-
lexical elements, while OF retained his deviant logographic
strategy, then the differences in generalisation of the results of
thernpy to untreated items could arise because of differences in the
organisation of the different lexioons. If an interactive model is
accepted for the orthographic lexicon which did permit
generalisation, then it is possible that an item-specific model is
appropriate for the logog:r.aphiclexicon which does not permit
generalisation. The results of the present study would support this
distinction since they are, as disoussed earlier, consistent with
the interpretation that OF continued to employ a logographic
strategy following therapy. An implication arising from this
distinction is that treatment of surfaoe dyslexia shoUld attempt to
establish an ol:'thographio lexicon direotly by tl:'aini.ng
phonologioally motivated letter groupings I as suggested by Seymour
< leSOa) , rather than adoptins the whole word apPX'oaoh lltilised in
the present study.

It must be remembered that neither Be nor DF had developed an
ol."chogra.phiclexicon in the normal manner I hence theil'symptoms of
developmental surfaoe dyslexia. Seymour's dual foundation model
stipulates that both alphabetio and lo,gogrephio skills ru..e neoe-asary
for orthographio development. Be and OF had both failed to develop
o~thographio reading, in spite of adequate alphabetio skillsi so
this failure was, itresumably, due to inadeqUate lo(tographic
deve'lorsnent, In view of the distinc1~ion made about the cliffEjrent
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modes of operation of the logographio and orthographic lexioonsl
inadequate logographic development may not merely imply a visual
memory ueficit ~hich fails to provide the visual foundations for an
orthographic lexioonl but may indica.tea fundamental inability to
establish functional processing networks. The relationship bet~een
the logographic and orthographio lexicons a~aits clarification.

Remediation of DF involved establishing orthographic
representations for spelling the treated words and linking these to
their semantic representations. Frith (1985) proposed that
orthographic representations of words are establish~1 first for.
reading, and subsequently become available for spelling. Although
spelling the treated items to diobtiol1 was an integral part of the
remediation programmsl the study fooused on reading skillsl so no
formal assessment of spelling progress ~as inoluded. Ther.efore, it
was not possible to determine ~hether the treatment effects
genera.Used to untreated itelllS for spelling or produced a
qualitative change in spelling ~trategy. If such effeots occurred
they should initially be deteoted in spelling a.nd subsequently
transfer to reading) onoe the orthographio l'epresentation
established in the output lexioun becomes available to the input
lexicon. Suoh results would have implioations for praotical
implementations of remediation pl:'ogrammes t:ll::l well as for the
modularlty of.the models of developmental d.yslexia. It is suggested
that any future remediation study of developmental surface dyslexia
should inolude assessment and monitoring of both reading and
spelling,

In practioal terms the failure of the therapy to affeot OF's
reading pet'formance on the Comprehensior. t.ask illustrates that OF
gained little praotloal advantage as a result of therapy. One

",_,

J
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explanation of this concerns the nature of the words incorporated
into the remediation programme. Although thei.r meanings were
familiar, they were low frequency words which OF was unlikely to
encounter in his everyday experiences with printed language. If he
did not have the oppo:rtunity to utilise his newly established visua.l
representations in his everyday reading tasks, the fact of their
establishment would not motivate a.change in his :reading strategy or
level of reading comprehension. To obvia.te this difficulty it is
suggested that DF's practical application of reading skills could be
improved if the treated items we~e relevant to his daily reading
activit.ies, 5.e. the irregular words which were treated should be
those which he encountered in his everyday reading and writing,
rather then the arbitrarily selected list utilised in the study. The
highly specific effects of treatment shown in the study suggest that
remediation would facilitate word recognition and spelling, However,
whether such an improvement wC\ltldentail eventual, establi~hmel1t of
orthographic reading wos not clear from the results of this study.
It would requirc' B. longitudinal study over B. longer period than the
present one to deternme this.

Remediation of phonologioa.J dyslexic, SP, suoceeded not only in
extending his knowledge of grapheme-to-phoneme correspondenoes but
also in developing his underlying alpha.betio reading strategy. It
was sugge"'j"ed t,!- t the multi-sensory teaohing strategy adopted
durins tra.il'.1.llr f>i)couragedphonological a.wareness and that this was
.ce.:lponsiblefor improvement in phonological reading. To investigtJ.te
this hypothesis it is recommended that a futUre study of remel.!iation
of phonological dyslexia. should inolude tasks to 8.$~eSS and monitor
phonclcgical awareness (Goswami & Bryant, 1980).

The approach to remediation adopted in this stUdy oontrasted
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with that of Seymour (1990a) whose renedtat ion of developmental
dyslexics RC and DK aimed to establish their orthographic lexicon~
directly, and did not focus on developing the prel'equisite skills,
The same inte:rvention programme was administered to both subjects,
one of wholP was a phonological dysle}xio while the other was a
surfaoe dyslexio. It is interesting to note that the Seymour's
results of remediation of phonological clys1exic, DK, are s;.milru.'to
those obtained .:l'orSP> although the eloal of DK' s remediation was
establishment of an orthographic Iexiccn , and for SP it was the
tlxtension of his knowledge of grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences.
Both subjects responded to intervention by developing alphabetiC
reading strategies, oorroboratirtg the view that this is a necessa.ry
prerequisite for orthographic development and may not be omitted.
The results of this s: 'iy, therefore, provide fUrther support for
Seymour's dual foundation model of reading development.

The reGults of both this study and that of Seymour (1990a) seem
to indicate that the interventions were more sucoessful with the
phonologioal dyslexic subjects thml with the surface dyslexics, in
that it was easiel: to media.te progrl;;ssinto an alphabetic stage
rather than to the developmentally later orthographio stage of
reading, One e:xplanati,onof this might lie in the nature of the
str.ategies. A phonological strategy whioh requi:res lmowledge of a
litnited number of gene:ralisecigl'Bpheme-to-phoneme rules and the
ability to segment H'Ol'dS 8ppropl'iatelyI whereas an ortho:t'gaphio
strategy requi:res the additi.onal familiarity with a possibly
infinite number of visual representations of wo~s or word segments.
It seems logical that temediation which suocessfully taught a few
'phonics rules' would have a greater effect on reading than
remedi~tion which sucoessfully established a mU1ute sub-set of all
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the possible vi<;;Ual representations. This suggests that a
remediation prograrrune'Which focused on instt'uction in •orthog::aphic
rules' or graphemic commonalities, 'While specifically highlighting
the variety of oorresponding pronUnciations for the same grapheme,
might be more efficacious. Such a pl:.'ogrammemight adopt a procedure
similar to that employed in the present study with SP, but instead
of focusing on the regularities of grapheme-to-phoneme
correspondence I to focus on the exceptional and less frequently
occurring ones.

It has become evident from research into cognitive
neuropsychological. rehabilitation of acquired language disorders
that cognitive models of information processing are not sufficiently
elaborated to indi.oate trea.tment strategies (Seron & Deloche, 1969).

This difficulty is also evident 1n the area of developmental
research. 'l'he most highly elaborated developmental model has been
proposed by Seymour (1981, 1geOb). Although surface dyslexio
symptoms denote failur~ to develop an orthographic lexicon, there
are a number of possible explanations for this failure. These
mclude i a ).8.ck of available Visual l.'epresentations of wor.'d
segments, arilsin,gfrom inadequate logogl'aphic develOPment based on
visual memory impa.irment, and failure to est.ablish word speoifio
modifications of grapheme-to~phoneme correspondenC';esfor irregular
items. l?honologica.Jdyslexic Symptoms denote failure to establish
an alphabetio lexJcon I whioh may arise from dii'fioillty with
phonological segt'1entation, t-7ith learning grapheme-to-phoneme
correspondences or a oombinati.....,.these, While it wa.s not
apparent fl.'clmthe present study 'Which of these explanations were
pertinent to the subjeots treated, it is suggest~~ that future
studies in thi.s area take cognisance of these distinotions in the
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assessment and focus of remediation. In turn the results of such
studies may' help elucidate the relatiol'1shipbetween these aspeots of
the model.

In oonol12sionl the methodology employed in the study
efficiently isolated the effects of therapy. However the ~re¢ise
nature of these effects could be more stringently investigated in
any futUre research in this area. It is reoommended that a future
study should inolude measurement of response latenoy to allow more
specific deberninatdon of pre. ssing strategy, should consider
phonological awareness and spelling stl'ategiesl in addition to
reading strategies, and monitor both for changes as a result of
therapy.

This investigation of remediation of developmental dyslexia
attested to the advantage of zne model-based psycholinguistio
assessnent for identifying the stage of reading acquisition at
which development had become arrested, as well as for monitoring
progressive development throughout the study. The ef.fioaoy of
model-based remediation was established and pra.ctioa.l suggestions
both for teaching and for future research wer0 advanoed. In
addition, the study highlighted areas, such as the nature of the the
logographic and orthog::raphiclexicons and the rela.tioMhips between
them and the alphabetic lexioon nhich have not been ooequatelY
speoified in current developmental models of readinn acqUisition.
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INFORMATION PROCESSING MODEL OF READING

Spoken Word Written Word

1 1
Acoustic Orthographic
Andlysis Analysis

Auditory Orthographic
Input Input
Lexicon Lexicon

-..~_.__...
,4'"?ustic-to - Cognitive Sub-Word level
Phonologital Orthographic" to-
Conversion System J Phonological Conversion

..IL- \Phonological
Output ... Orthographic
Lexicon Output

Lexl con

-,
~.sponse -- ~

Buffer r-..... Sub-Word Level Graphemic

T Phonological-to- _. Output
Orthographic Conversion Buffer

,~
Speech Wrl In

(Coltheartj 1967, p,274)
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Step Reading Wr.iting
la
lb

logographiol I (symbolic)
logcgr~',)hic21.._-""'..)0 logographic2

2a
2b

Sa
3b

orthographicl I alphabetic::!
orthographic2 "'._---7) orthographic2

Phase 3

Six-step Model of Skills in Reading and
Writing Acquisition (Frithj 1960, p.Sl1)

iF
, J
II
II
I'
I'
II
II
II
II
I'
II
II
IIo

Cct1Ft;TENT
SPELLING

Schematio representation of model of reeding and
spelling development. The forfi~lation differs from
that of Frith (1985) in suggesting that logogtaphio
development may co-exist. ~7ith alphabeti%rthogra&hio
development, (Seymour, 1987, p.354)
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APPENDIX :3

FIGURE 1. Dual lexicon information processing model (from Seymour &
MacGregor, 1984)

P'IGURE .'2. Dual Foundation Model ('!:romSeY)t:'.our,1890a).
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APl?E~lD!X4

Assessment Test Stimuli - Tests 11 2 and 3.
Test 1 - Visual
~Q_n,,___

Test 2 - Auditory
WJ cal DeoisWD__

Test 3
Ee.ad.iurt AlQud

Word Los Non- Word Log Non- Word Los Non-
Ez:e!.l Hord $.l:e!d wm::d.._ Ereg !:lem

Hjgh Jb:e.guenQ~i'l.o.r.ds_ ~enQY HQms,_ High_EregueoQY Notes
girl 2.25 jil'l list 2.:.13 biat road 2.2:' foad
rain 2.23 hain ship 2.24 thip fire 2.S:' !tire
tree 2.41 pree town 2.34 hown moon 2.27 foon
note 2.02 lote wife 2.01 bife sand 2.0<1 vand
river 2.31 siver musio 2.18 ;fusic party ::. ao garty
blood 2.03 olood eight 2.06 oight chi.Id 4.1.1 shild
start 2.32 plart horse 2.32 torse class 2.31 trass
nOl~th 2.10 gorth glass 2.20 bla.ss plant 2.20 flant
square 2.15 equa.re street 2.12 spreet spring 2.17 SltrUls.Jnotioe 2.32 sot ice cirole 2.16 mirole island 2.01 Ulandwindow 2.18 sindow person 2.34 derson garden 2.03 barden
forest 2.06 torest object 2.07 onject letter 2.38 ketter
genera.l 2.04 menera.l million 2.00 killion history I ristorymaohine 2.13 rachine surfaoe 2.31 lIlUl'faoe troubJ'. , frouble'J

vill~e 2.07 hillase brother 2.02 krother Pt'6senl >3: sresentproblem 2.26 groblem teaohel:' 2.15 waaohel:' pattern ~.22 dattern
tota.l 3.40 3.4.0 3.40
mean 2.20 2.20 2.20
SO :1..65 ...__ 1.6:3 1.62
LOR_Eregu.eomz..Jl.Qtds LCH Ete91lflOcy NQtds LOB Etegu~nc~ Hctdswand 0.01 sand mint 0.45 fint yawn 0.26 rawnjest 0.35 hest bead 0.37 tead curl 0.47 sudpore 0.15 vore wiok 0.01 Sick Quiz 0.10 juizsilt 0.30 l'ilt ford -0.34 jorcl tusk "'0.38 push:
2ebra 0.44 Sebra jewel 0.47 yeHel pedal 0.19 tedalbrute 0.12 tru'ct. orumb -0.40 grumb aisle 0.24 oisleWil10h -0.52 dinoh stain 0.42 ola.in pleat -U.41 gleatshrub 0.50 ohrub baron C.l,5 faron flint 0.55 blint
plight -0.09 glight tl'ipoci -0.02 pripod troupe 0.02 brollpe tmanul'Ial 0.55 jan1lna.l salute 0.49 dahrte infant 0.60 onfantbandit 0.00 mand:tt splint 0.25 skJJ.l1t casket -0.33 l:'a:sket I
bonnet 0.22 fonnet wigwam -0.08 pigwmn olinic 0.25 p linio

~
etallery 0.30 jallel'y gOl'.'illa. -0.09 borilla novE)lty 0.08 soveltysurgeon 0.38 mu:t'geon luggage 0.::'0 jucrg~e mansion 0.48 lansiond:rizde -0.41 odzzle vmnpire -0.4.0 2anlpire foundrY -0.48 houndry ~.oaroass 0.16 hnroass penguin O.4l'i sensuin sparrow 0.35 soarl:'OW I·.

I

tota.l 1.4/1 1,44 1.44 lmean 0.24 0.24 0.24
Sf.L._~_ -Q..QZ 0.04

~.

"I
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APPENDIX 5
Asses$nent Test Stimuli - Tests 4 and 5

REGULAR WORDS IRREGULAR WORDS NON-WORDS
HIGH FREQ, LOW FREQ. HIGH FREQ. LOW FREQ. HIGH FREQ. LOW FREQ.
word fteq word freq word freq word freq word freq
week 149 Pest 1.48 walk 155 wand 1.30 salk mend
base 145 peel 3.66 baby 3,33 wasp 3.56 haby basp
sand 109 arch 3.93 iron 123 hymn 3.49 oron tymn
hope 96 tile 3.19 lady 87 buoy 4.17 tady 1uoy
note 105 reed 3.58 sign 108 torub 3.82 zign vomb
feel 227 duel 1.87 move 292 ache 1.72 gave iche
help 738 rust 5.48 half 738 pint 4.90 ga1f sint
ring 94 plug 6.74 bear 96 debt 6.55 zear kebt
horse 206 gloom 3.88 grour" 286 steak 4.21 froup theak
seven 125 slate 2.65 death 90 dwarf 2.20 leath twarf
stud~' 392 brood 2.46 money 308 gross 3,15 doney fl'OSS
sheep 81 trout 7.21 blood 106 gauge 7.57 plood dqe
danoe 71 shrug 1.30 touch 74 cough 4.86 rouoh sough
order 266 ohoke 1.09 build 221 shove 1.79 puild ohove
happen 84 export 4.47 listen 150 soa.red 4.09 hiatell voared
bottle 56 napldn 3.39 beauty 55 nephew 1.65 teaJlty dephew
letter 238 manure 1.38 answer 330 orohid 1.22 alsHer erohid
simple 166 modest 5.64 broken 100 subtle 4.53 fl."olten gubtle
OOltllnon 201 reptile 4.08 maohine 134 butcher 4.72 baohine hutcher
produot 79 cartoon 2.22 lslands 57 biscuit 2.04 a.slands fisouit
tota.l 3635 '70.0 3644 69.6mean 173 3.50 174 3.41
S.D. 153 1.78 154 1.82
MAX 736 7.21 739 7.57M!N 56 0 55 0
----
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APPENDIX 6
Assessment Test Stimuli - Test 6

Regular ¥toros I:rregula't'words
Homo- li'req. Non- F:r.e<;l. Homo- Freq. Non ... Freq.
phone homo- phone homo-

phone phone
sun 352.0 room 343.0 "here 1062.0 most 1078.0
here 340.0 thing 344.0 write 994.0 used 991.0
road 194.4 moon 186.0 pieoe 205.1 talk 200.0
plane 132.3 plan 137.6 eight 116.6 wrong 110.0
nose 91.4 ring 93.9 tied 66.2 blow 70.1
meat 87.5 safe 83.8 route 32.4 castle 30.0
deer 54.0 desk 56.4 roar 25.6 guard 26.1
flower 51.1 olock 55.3 pour 24.7 doll 23.9
:rays 39.B r.!ream 39.0 soul 18.9 wolf 22.1
bare 35.1 pipe 39.0 sword 15.6 honey 17.9
pale 12.3 dare 13.S pe.use 14.8 swp:...t 17.0
stare 10.3 oamel 11.5 throl-m 11.3 uousin 16.4
heel 5.0 save 5.5 patience 8.3 soissors 9.7
medal 3.9 barge 4.2 holy 6.4 bury 6.7
yoke 2.1 bunk 2.0 quarts 4."~ dread 4.3
slay 1.I! sash 2.8 vein 3.2 claw 3.0
total 1412.7 1417.9 2632.2 2626.1
mean 88.3 a8.6 164.5 164.1SO 110.3 108.8 334.4 333.0
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Pi~H:]\iDIX7
Spelling to Dictation - Stimuli and Responses

-Word Word Word Response Type of Response Type o~
Type Freq. OF Error SP Error

'"talk Irr Word 200.0 talk talk
wrong Irr Word 110.0 rang PI:' roing UPA
blow Irr Word 70.1 blow blow
ca.stle Itl' Word 30.0 castel PP cassie PP
guard Irr Word 26.1 gard pp ,Gtod V
doll Irr Word 23.9 doll Q?ll
wolf Irr Word 22.1 wilf UP.A wolf
honey 1rr Word 17.9 honey hon:~y
St-1ea.t I1'r Word 1?0 swet PP swe·~t UPA
cousin Irr Word 16.4 cuson PI? cussen PP
piece I1'r Hom 205.1 pees PP pices V
eight !rr Hom 118.6 eight e~gith V
tied Ir:t·Hom 66.2 tide PP tide PI?
route Irr Hom 32.4 root Pl? ruot PP
roar Irr Hom 25.6 roaw PI? 1. ...1-1 lJPA
pour Irr Hom 24.7 poar PI? pot'e PP
soul Irr Hom 18.9 sol PP cole PI?
sword In Hom 15.6 sard I?P swro:! V
pause 1rr Hom 14.8 poa:.:a pp poras UPA
thrown Ir1' Hom 11.3 tl")n UPA togthen V
past Reg Word 196.0 parst PP. passed PP
plan Reg Word 137.6 plan plan
ring Reg Word 93.9 ring ring
safe Reg Word 83.9 safe save UI?A
desk Reg Word 56.4 Iesk desk
clock Reg Word 65.3 clok PP olouck UI?A
dream Reg Word 39.0 dreem PI? drem PI?
pipe Ref.1:Word 39.0 p:i,pe pipe
dock Reg Word 13.9 dok PI? doke UPA
oamel Reg Word 11.5 kame 1 PI? gamall UPA
roa.d Reg Hom 194.4 rode PI? rode PI?
plane Reg Hom 132.3 plain PP plane
nose Reg Hom 91.4 nows PP nose
meat Reg Hom 137.5 meet PI? meet PI?
deer Reg Hom 54.0 deer deut' UPA
flower Reg Hom 51.1 flower flower
raYs Reg Hom 39.8 ruse PP rase UI?A
bare Reg Hom 35.1 bear PP bea~ pp
pa.le Reg Hom 12.3 pail pp l?c.~'le PP
stare Reg Hom 10.3 ster UPA stere tt~A
TOTAL ERRORS: REGULAR WORDS 65% 65%

IRREGULAR WORDS 76% 76%
pp = PHONOLOGICALLY PLAUSIBLE 89.3% 42.9%
UPA = UNSUCCESSFUL SOUND ATTEMP'l'S 10.7% 39.3%
V = VISUAL 0 17.9%
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APPENDIX 8
Assessment Test Stimuli - Test 7

Regular Homophones
SOUND SAME SOUND DIFFERENT
Homo- Log Homo- Log GS Homo- Log Homo- Log GS
phone Freq. phone Freq. phone Freq. phone Freq.
tacks 0.358 tax 1.487 475 talks 1.107 tar, 1.487 475
paced 0.338 paste 1.048 480 paved 0.776 paste 1.046 480
da.ys 2.580 daze -0.071 495 days 2.580 dame -0.137 495
tail 2.040 tale 1.173 520 tail 2.041 tile 0.543 520
sail 1.720 sale 1.368 520 pail 1.425 pile 1.523 520
loan 0.629 lone 0.860 520 loan 0.629 lane 0.943 520
plain 1.767 plane 2.122 600 plain 1.767 plant 2.199 600
flea 0.540 flee 0.601 645 flee 0.601 f1(;;)C{ 1.134 645
heel 0.'701 heal 0.137 700 cheat 0.033 cheap 0.982 700
steel 1.877 steal 1.100 760 steal 1.877 stall 1.038 780
Total 5735 5735
Log Total Frequency 2.969 2.981
IRREGULAR HOMOPHONES
knows 1.977 nose 1.961 218 grows 1.741 rose 1.895 218
war 2.155 wore 1.737 365 hot 2.338 hate 1.238 365
pour 1.392 pore 0.149 520 pour 1.393 pork 0.824 520
bare 1.545 bear 1.982 545 dare 1.134 dear 1.826 545
stake 0.713 steak 0.6",4 620 sneak 0.551 snake 1.543 620
bold 1.152 bowled -0.638 663 bold 1.15~ boi1(;;)C{1.040 663
berry 0.346 bury 0.826 668 ferry 0.740 fury 0.645 668
board 1.978 bored 0.898 680 bread 1.886 bored O.89~' 680
hall 1.676 hau) 0.966 700 hall 1.676 heal 0.137 700
peace 1.727 pie ... 2.314 740 piece 2.314 price 1.660 740
Total 5719 5719
Log Tote1 Frequency 2.997 2.973
--NON-WORD HOMOPHONES
a.fe aif 387 af(~ auf 389
voared "ored 855 voiled voled ass
banae baws 466 bauze bans 466
nime nvme 700 nime nume 700
queed kweed 550 querd smeed 550
soane skain 380 soanet skain 380
aud awd 567 ald ard 567
Iteam keem 700 kerm Iteem 700
rabe raib 520 rabe ralb 520201e zoal 520 zollt zole 520
Total 5645 5645

as = Graphio similarity
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APPENDIX 8
Assessment Scoring Sheets - Test 1

VISUAL LEXICAL DECISION
RESPONSE RESI?ONSEHIT HISS CR FA HI'l'MISS CR FA

ttiandit non LF W I NW' carcass word LF W I NW !
start word HF W I NW zebra word LF W I NW
square wo.rciHF W I NW pree llon HF W I NW
jest word LF W I Nl4 jammal non Iill' W I NW
forest word HF W I NW jirl non HF W I NW
bonnet word LF W I NW clood non HF W I NW
groblem non HF W I NW bandit word LF W I NW
hain non HF W I NW pore word LF W I NW
garth non HF W I NW menera; non HF W I NW
silt word LF W I NW blood word HF W I NW
t'iver word HF W I NW sindow non HE' W I NW
t!and non LF W I NW note word HF W I NW
north word HF W I NW wand 'Nord Lll' W I NI'I
torest non HE' W I NW chrub non LF W I NW
sot ice non HF W I NW girl word I-IF W I NW
machine word Hll' W I NW window word HF W I NW
formet non LF W I NW vore non LF W I NW
dlt non LF W I NI4 gebra non LE' W I NW
tree word HF W I NW crizzle non LF W I NW
problem word HF W / NW harca.ss non LF W / NW
jallery non LF W / NW dinoh non LF W / NW
general word HF W / NW rain wo:r:dHF W I NW
surgeon word LF W / NW notice word Hll W I NW
gallery word LF W I NW 'lillage word HF W I NW
plart non HE' W I NW mllrgeon non LF W I NW
rachine non HF W I NW mammal word LF W / NN
bnrte word tlF W I NW square non Hll' W I NW
shrub word LJl' W I' NW hest non LF W I NW
piver non HE' W I NW hillage non HF W / NW
lot,e non Hl~ W / tilW Vl'inch word 1$ W .I Nly
pliSht word Llr W .I NW gliSht non LF W / NW
drizzl.e Vl'ordLll' W / NW trute non LF W / NW
TOTAL
WORDS HE' CORRECT

HF ERRORS
LF CORREC'I
LF EI:<RORS

NON-WORD HF CORRECTHF ERRORS
LF CORRECT
LF ERRORS

T0'T'M.

CHI SQ.VISUAL LEX. DECISION vsAUDITORY LEXICAL DECISION
f1.F WORDS
TOTAL WORDS
HE' NON-WORDSTOTAL NON-WORDS

CHI SQ.
HF WORDS vs HE' NON-WORDSLF wotms vs LF Nm~~WORDS
WOlmS vs NON-WORDS
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APPENDIX 10

Assessment Scoring Sheets - Test 2
AUDITORY r1iKIC~1 DECISION _.,._

RESPONSE RESPONSEHIT MISS CR FA HIT Mi.':J 0R FA
sklint nOn LF W / NW penguin 'Word LF W / NW
horse WCJl:-d HE' W I NW jewel. word LF W / NW
street word H.'9 W I NW hown non HF \~I NW
bead word LF W I NW dal.ute non LF W I NW
ob,jeot Wtlrd HE' W I NW bis~ non HE' W I NW
wigwam word LF W / NW oight non HE' W I NW
weacher non Hli' W I NW splint word LF W I NW
thip non HF W I NW wick word LF W I NW
blass non HE' W I NW kill ion non HE' W I NW
ford word LF W I NW eight word HF W I NW
music word HF W I NW derson non HE' W I NW
fint non LF W I N~l wife word HF W I NW
glass word HF W I NW mint word LF W I NW
ondect nOn HE' W I NW faron non LF W I NW
mhcle non HE' W I NW list word I~ W I Nly
surface word HF W I NW person word !iF W I mJ
pigwam nor LF VI I NW gick non LF W I NW
jord no.. 1F W I NW ye'Wel non LF W I NW
town word HF W I NW zeunpi:i:'enon LF Vi I NW
teacher word HE' ~1 / NW senguin non LF W I NW
barilla non LF W I NW Qlain non LF \-1 I tiW
::nillionword HF III/ NW ship word HE' W I NW
luggage wC'rd LF W I NW circle word HF W I NW
gorilla word LF W I NW brother word HF INI NW
tor.se non HE' W I NW juggage nOn LF W I NW
IUllrfacenon HE' W / N~l sa.lute word LF W I NW
orUltlb word LF W / NW spreet non HF W I NW
baron word LF IVI NW tead non 1.J! ItJ I NW
fusic non HF W I NW krother non HE' IV/ NW
bife non HF W I NW stain word LF W I NW
tl'ipcx:iwox'CiLF W I NW pripod non LF W I HW
vampire word LE' W I NW grumb non LF W / N~r

TOTAL
WOHDS HF CORRECT

HF ERRORS
LF CORRECT
LF ERRORS

NON-WORD HE' CORRECT
Hli' ERRORS
LF CORRECT
LF ERRORS

TarAL

CHI SQ.HF WORDS vs HF notHI0RDS
LF WORDS va tF NON-WORDS
WORDS vs ~8N-WOPOS
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APPENDIX 11
Assessment Scoring Sheets - Test 3

READING ALOUD WORDS AND NON-WORDS
COI:U1. ERROR

rasket non LF
clara word HF
spring word HF
curl word LF
Iet cer WfJrdHF
clinic word LF
dattern non HF
kire non HF
fJ.ant non HFtusk word LF
party word HF
ram non LF
plant word HF
ketter non HF
Uland non HF
tnouble word HF
pUnic non LF
pusk non LF
moon word HF
pattern wotd HF
sovelty non LF
history word HF
mansion word LF
novelty word LF
tl."ass non HF
frouble non HF
aisle word LF
'flint ~~ol'dLF
Barty non HE'
v;md non HF
+.;roupeword LF
foundry word LF

TOTAL
WORDS HF CORRECT

HF ERRORS
LF CORRECT
LF ERRORS

NON-WORD HF CORRECT
HF ERRORS
LF CORRECT
LF Ea.qoRSCHI SQ,

HF WORDS vs HE' NON-WOrIDSLF WORDS vs LF NON-WORDSWORDS vs NON-WORDS

CORR ERROR
sparrow word LF
pedal wOl:dLE
foon non HF
onfant non LIt
foad non HE'
shi.ld non HE'
casket word LF
quiz word LF
ristory non liF
child word HF
barden non HF
sand word HF
yawn word tIt
blint non LF
road word HF
garden word HE'
jUl.? non LF
te>.dal non LF
houndl'¥non tIl'
scarrow non LF
gleat non LF
fire word HF
island word HF
presen t word HE'
lansion non LF
infant word LF
:;1kringnon HF
S\l1:'1 non LF
g:t'esentnon HF
pleat word LF
broupe non tIl'
oisle non LF

'rorAL
CHI SQ.
VISUAL LEX, DECISION vaREADING ALOUD
HF WORDS
LF WORDS
HE' NON-WORDS
LF NON-WORDS
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APPEND1.X 12Assessment Scoring Sheets - Tests 4 and 5
READING ALOUD - REGULAR AND IRREGULAR WORDS - NON-WORDS

PRONOUNClATION PRONOUNClATION l?RONOUNCIATIONCORRl AGrUAL CORRl ACTUAL IRR I REG I ACTUALgauge I L I butcher I L I teauty L I Iproduct R H I subtle I L I basp H I Ishrug RL I rust R L I fiscuit L I Ifeel R H I hymn I L I alswer H I Ihalf I H I common RH I tady H I Ibroken I H I baby I H I froup H I Icough :r L I biscuit r L I tyron L I Itrout Rt I simple R H I puild L I Ipest R L I walk I H I frOBS L I Imoney I H ! buoy ! L I vomb H I Ibase R H I tomb I L I plood H I I
build I H I cartoon R L I thea.k H I I
soared I L I lette!' R H I froken L r Iarch R L r ring RH I sough t I I
slate R L I islands I H I leath L I Imaohine I H I sign I H I dauge H I Imove I H I ache I 1. I luoy H I Ihelp R H I bottle R H I hutchel.'H r Ianswer I H r reptile R L I gove H I I
note R H 1 happen R H I galf H I Ibear I H r modest R L J: ohove H I IeXport RL I pint I L I bachine L I Isheep RH I debt I L I zear H I Idwarf I L I manure R L I mand L I Igt'oup I H I order RH I haby H I Ibeauty I H I sand R H I gubtlf' H I I
hOl?e RH I listen I H I sal.k H I Iweek R H I death I H I aslands H I Iblood I H I dance R H I kebt H I Itouoh I H I napkin Rt I doney H I Iwasp I L :r: steak I L I voared L I Iseven RH I shove I L I dephew H I I
i1.'on I H I brood R 1- I erchid H I Ihorse R H I [leel R L I oron H I I
lady I H I nephew I t ! iche H I r
Wand I L I tile RL I histen T I I

""'plug R L I gloom R L I sint L I I
orohid I L I gross I L I zign L I I
reed R L I choke RL I rouoh L I I
duel R L I study R H I twarf L I I

REGULAR WORDS HF CORR :: /20 ::: % TOTAL REG. WORDS ..
HIi'ERR ::: /20 ::: x CORREcr :: /40 :: %
LF CORR ::: /20 :: % ERRORS :: /40 ::: %
L1"ERR :: /20 ::: "' TarAL IRREG. WORDSt. CORRECf ::: /40 ::: %

IRREG. WORbS H1"CaRR ::: /20 ::: % ERRORS ::: /40 :: x
HF ERR ::: 120 ::: % TCJrP{1 NON-WORDS ..
tF CORR ::: /20 :: % CORRECT :: /40 ::: %



APPENDIX 13
Assessment Scoring S~eets - Test 6

HOMOPHONE CONFUSION

.,
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past Reg Word
bare Reg Hom
deer Reg Hom
wolf Irr Word
bury Irr Word
here Reg Hom
holy Irr Hom
meat Reg Hom
medal Reg Hom
talk 11'1' Word
honey Irr Word
barge Reg Word
pause Irr Hom
piece Irr Hom
oastle Irr Word
desk Reg Word
quarts 11'1' Hom
pipe Reg Word
sweat 11'1' W01~
write 11'1' Hom
road Reg Hom
route Ir1'Hom
slay Reg Hom
soul Irr Hom
used Irr Word
stare< Reg Hom
swo't:d Ir1'Hom
camel Reg Word
safe Reg Wore!.
sash Reg Word
thing Reg Word
dread Ir~ Word
ei,,:ht Irr Hom
guard Irr Word
doll Irr Word
flower Reg Hom
heel Reg Hom
most 11'1'Word
save Reg Word
blow It1'Word
s01850rs1rr Word
nose Reg Hom
pale Reg Hom
pe.tienoeI:t'rHom
dream Reg Word,
ring Reg Word
plane Reg Hom
pour I1'rHom
duel Reg W01~

iREADING iOEFINI'l'ION
IwRR I ERRIActUAL :mRR : ERR / ActUAL

ISPELLING
icosa : EAA/ AcrUAL
I I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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roar Irr Hom I I
I Irays Reg Hom I I
I Iroom Reg Word I I
I Iwrong Irr Word I I
I Iplan Reg Word I I
I I

claw Irr Word I I
I I

clock Reg Word I I
I Isun Reg Holll I I
I I

cousin Irr Word I I
I I I

dock Reg Word I I I
I I I

thrown Irr Hom I I I
I I Itied Irr Hom I I I
I I I

vein Irr Hom I I I
I I I

where 11'1'Hom I I I
I I Iyoke Reg Hom I I I
I I I I IREADING DElL.L~J.TION SPELLING

TOTAL: REG HOM
TOTAL: REG HOM
TOTAL: REG HOM
TOTAL: REG HOM
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APPENDIX 14

Assessment Scoring Sheets - Test 7
SILENT TESTS OF PHONOLOGY

....,
REGULAR HOMOPHONES IRREGULAR HOMOPHONES

H M CR FA H M CR FA
tail tile SO S /D dare dear SO S /D
tacks tax 56 S /0 knOHS nose 8S S /0
flea flee SS SID board bored SS 5 /0
dame days SO S /0 pour pork 80 8 /0
flee fled SO S /0 bread bated SO SID
plain plane 5S :3/0 berry bury 88 5 /0
loan lone BS SID bold bowled SS 5 /0
plain plant SD S /0 ferry fury SO 5 /D
paved paste SO 8 /0 hot hate SO 8 /0
heel heal 5S S /0 hall haul 8S S /0
steal stall 50 S /0 piece price SO SID
tai " tale 58 5/D bare bear 58 8 /0
ta:tks tax 50 5 /D ESt'OWs rose SO 5 If!
pile pail 50 5 /D sneak snake SO 5 /0
days daze 5S S /0 pour pore 55 5ID
steel steal S8 8 /D peaoe piece S8 S /0
chea.t cheap SO SID hall heal SO 5 /D
paced paste 55 S /0 war wore 55 8 /D
loan lane SO S /D bold boiled SD SID
sail sale S8 8 /0 stake steak 58 S /0

TOTALE TOTAL5
NON-WORD HOMOPHONES

H M CR FA
oZole ::;oal 5S S /D
bauze bams 80 S /0
scang skain SD 5 /0
bauze baws 58 S /0
queed kweed 5S S /D
afe aif 8S S /0
aId ard SO 8 /D
nime nYme 85 8 /0
voiled voled SO S /0
soane skain 88 8 /D
kerm keem SO S /0
keam Iteem S5 5 /0
afa auf SO 5 /D
rabe ralb SD S /0
voared VOted 8S S /D
rabe raib 58 5 /0
aud aOO 58 8 /0
queed smeed pi) S /0
nime nune SO S /D
zollt zole SO 5 /0

TOTALS
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APPENDIX 15
Assessment Seating Sheets - Test 8

REiillINGALOUD
REGULAR WORDS IRREGULAR WORDS NON-WORDS
'l'IH.E:::..... , ... , TIME :::• I •• ·• I.•••• TIME :::. ... , ......

RESPONSE imSPONSE RESPONSE
CORR\ AGfI..lAL CORR\ ACTUAL CORR\ ACTUAL

cheat \ hall \ rabe \
cheap \ heal \ ra.lb \lane \ boiled \ skain \pile \ snake \ smeed \
tHe \ bear \ nume \paved \ war \ voiled \plant \ burv \ ard \dame \ pork \ bams \stall \ price \ 201e \tail \ dare \ nime \plain \ ferry \ ald \pail \ steak \ queed. \
loan \ bold \ scang \tax \ rose \ auf \fled \ board \ keem \talks \ knows \ afc \st.eal \ piece \ zolk \days \ pour \ bauze \paste \ hate \ vo led \flee \ bread \ kerm \

TOTALS \ \ \

REGULAR WORDS IRREGULAR WORDS NON-WORDS
cot ....lEc::r ;: /20 :::x CORRECf ::: /20 :::% CORRHCT ::: /20 :::%
ERRORH ::: /20 :::x ERRORS ::: /20 ;;;% ERRORS ::: 120 :::%
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APPENDIX 16
144 Irregula.r Words which were randomly arranged and presented
to DF for reading aloud on thre0 occasions during the Pre-therapy
period of the study.

Word * Freq. Word * Freq. Word * Freq.
chasm 0.09 cough 4.86 worse 30.05
thyme 0.10 gyro 4.87 worry 33.24
typist 0.11 recipe 5.24 wool 35.83
adore 0.11 villa.in 5.27 orange 36.57
suede 0.21 angel 5.39 foreign 38.20
queue 0.30 colonel 5.55 quartp.!, 42.70
beige 0.36 pearl 5.91 prove 45.07
crumb 0.40 lettuce 5.94 tongue 48.36
bruise 0.57 seize 6.28 rough 49.87
niece 1.06 sew 6.44 drew 52.09
pension 1.09 dough 7.21 usual 58.31
wrestle 1.10 schedule 7.31 liquid 61.93
geyser 1.22 piratr:. 7.71 fruit 66.23
spinach 1.34 chalk 7.83 pushed 68.89
b:ruilt 1.37 diary 8.07 none 72.70
cleanse 1.54 marine 8.14 touoh 73.82
chore 1.65 ballet 8.78 salt 75.28
tortoise 1.70 vehicle 8.79 shore 77.81
shove 1.78 fried. 8.90 sugar 79.15
receipt 1.81 sod.ssccs 8.67 believe 82.86
cafe 1.99 chorus 8.80 lady 87.44
bough 2.18 stalk 10.16 ancient 91.85
resign 2.19 comb 10.17 quiet 92.13
sleigh 2.31 crude 10.21 pretty 98.34
gem 2.54 scheme 10.43 women 100.40
waltz 2.65 worm 11.28 science 100.93
eclipse 2.65 echo 12.06 minute 116.22
super 2.68 shephe:t:d 12.07 business 121.08
heir 2.69 vegetable 12.63 store 122.42
trough 2.94 honest 13.38 strange 126.94
mansion 2.99 medium 14.24 ocean 134.14
onion 3.30 freight 14.45 natural 134.47
senior 3.35 mention 1.5.07 measure 145.25
mechanic 3.47 orchestra 17.17 music 151.38
di~guise 3.48 shone 17.84 language 151.81
budget 3.67 uniform 18.00 friend 1.52.34
gown 3.77 clue 18.26 weather 1.66.34
tomb 3.83 muscle 18.73 heart 169.64
choir 3.87 ceiling 20.49 gone 187.53
;::>araohute3.88 flood 20.58 warm 187.93
steak 4.21 flour 21.08 group 286.05
plague 4.31 soup 21.68 sure 357.97
r:lread 4.32 autumn 22.31 above 437.70
fury 4.42 rhY1tle 22.34 should 628.42
coward 4.44 canal 23.44 before 1.011.90
leopard 4.51 whistle 24.74 through 1056.20
chemLt 4.53 washing 24.95 people 1344.10
exhallst 61.7:Z canoe 26.06 many 2262 •.60

* Frequency from Carroll, Davies and Richman (1971)
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APPENDIX 17
Summary CifPerformance on Assessment Tests for Subjects and Re&iing
Age matched Controls
Type of Task Typ~ of Percentage of Correct Responses

SUmu) i
DF Control SP Control

Group Group
Reading Age (years) 9.42 9.22 0,75 8.48
Chronoiogica) Age (years) 11.42 9.27 11.17 B.34

n=25 n=25

Test 1 Lexical Decislon Words n=32 78 81.1 72 77 .1
Visual Non-words n=32 81 99.9 4qr., ;8.6

Test 2 Lexical Decision Words n=32 97 87.5 97' 87.2
Auditory Non-words n~32 97 93.5 60" 96.1

Test 3 Reading Alo~d Words n=32 78 na 66 OA
Non-liords 0=32 72 na 25 na

Test 4 Reading Aloud Regular Hords 0=40 98 93.6 6S" 89.2
Irregular words n=40 58' 74,7 50 68.7

Test 5 Reading Aloud Non-words 0=4Q 95 B4.7 27" 80,3

Te~,' 6 Reading Aloud HOllophones n=32 7B na 66 na
Non-homophones n=32 7B na 66 na

Det ining Homophones n=32 40 na 53 na
Non-homophones n=32 75 na 66 na

Letter Nailing Homophones n=32 100 na 91 na
Non"hollophones n=32 97 na 04 na

Test 7 Si lent Reading! Regu I ar words 0=20 85 na 80 na
Decision Irregular words n=20 75 na 75 na

Non-~ords 0=20 80 na 55 na

Test a Reading nlo~' Regu I ar words n=20 75 na 65 na
Irregular Hords n=20 70 na 80 na
Non-words n=20 75 na 25 nil

na = data not available
• performance significantly different from Control group, p<O,05
., perfor~ance aignificantly different from Control group, p<O,OOl
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APPENDIX 18
Subject OF - Items for Training

FIRST SET OF 33 SECOND SET OF 33
TRAINING WORDS TRAINING WORDS

word word
word freq* word freq'"
TRAINING L,WT 1 TRA!NING LIST 4
worm 11.28 scheme 10.48
vehicle 8.79 ballet 8.78
ancient 91.85 shore 77.81
queue 0.30 suede 0.21
resign 2.18 receil,lt 1.81
shove 1.79 guilt 1.37
through 1056.20 group 286.05
chalk 7.83 dough 7.21
minute 118.22 qU.iet 82.13
canoe 26.06 rh;vme 22.34
llIen:.:ion 15.07 medium 14.24
TRAINING LIST 2 TRAINING LIST 5
pension 1.08 niece 1.06
mans io.i 2.89 trough 2.94
pearl 5.81 colonel 5.55
mechanic 3.47 senior 3.35
shone 17 84 orchestra 17.17
touch 73.92 none 72.70
recipe 5.24 gym 4.87
cough 4.86 exhaust 4.77
parachute 3.88 choir 3.8'7
tomb 3.83 gown 3.77
ceiling 20.48 muscle 18.73
TRAINING LIST 3 TRAINING LI$T 6
measnre 145.25 nataral. 134.47
quarter 42.70 foreign 38.20
geyser 1.22 wrestle 1.10
marine 8.14 diary 8.07
sew 6.44 seize 6.28
eclipse 2.65 sleigh 2.31
bruise 0.57 beige 0.36
scissors 9.67 fried 8.90
rough 49.87 prove 45.07
fury 4.42 plague 4.31
comb 10.17 chorus 9.80
'" word frequency from Carroll, Davies & Richman (1971)
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APPENDIX 19
Subjeot SP - First List of Regular words
88 words with frequency 0-50 from Carroll, Davies and Richmond (1971)

READING OF REGULAR WORDS-BASELINE
Word Target Freq. Word Ta.tget Freq.

Grapheme Grapheme
brand A 8.28 peach EA 11.18
btrain A1 10.10 bleak \ '1\ 2.82
brain A1 45.86 ,greet EE 6.36
stair A1 2.40 breeze EE 22.80
claim AI 20.16 ~ltew E'1'1 8.65
flair AI 0.15 fright GH 9.80
tailor AI 5.24 plight GH 0.81
raid AI 4.26 shrimp I 3.78
daisy AI 1.01 flint I 3.53
paint AI 39.63 yield IE 7.77
spark AR 12.02 b:def IE 24.63
lark AR 2.70 lotion ION 1.19
claw AW 3.4~ bride I....E 7.89
stray AY 5.56 strife I....E 2.48
slay AY 1.41 c:d.me l._E 7.06
shake lLE 24.16 slide I....E 32.43
g:r.ape A....E 2.35 smile I....E 46.3
tame A....E 9.28 thriv~ I....E 3.22
fate lLE 9.25 !mot K 12.71
grave A....E 11.95 rung NG 3.66
spare A....E 15.52 scooter 00 0,54
fame lLE 13.21 worn OR 34.37
oherry CH 13.05 bound OU 29.73
chest CH 37.09 drone O....E 1.05
chin CH 17.91 bone O....E 42.47
ohurn CH 2.36 mole O_E 4.96
chicken CHICK 36.78 froze O_E 2.80
quack CK 1.78 graph PH 32.91
pickle CK 1.30 trophy PH 0.91
blacken CK 0.21 phantom PH 0.42
freckle CK 0.11 snorkel SN 0.61
frock CK 0.11 shrub U 3.18
stock CK 26.49 fuse UJ 2.20
!mock CK 13.46 duke U....E 1.86
critic CR 1.46 amuse U....E 3.32
crunch ewCH 0.63 tune UJ 23.34
ridge DG 12.26 refuse U_E 8.99
badge DG 1.58 costume UJ 12.83
ledge DG 9.05 whisper WH 10.87
comedv E 3.06 Iflhisk WH 1.33
delta E 2.57 whistle WH 24.74
merit E 1.99 Ht'iggle WR 0.41
pleat EA 0.04 Hreck WR 11.09
beard EA 13.22 wrist 1m 10.24
leash EA 2.08
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APPENDIX 20
Subject SP - Second List of Regular Words
Low frequency regular words containing 98 target stimuli.
word word target word r?ord target

freQ,g:t:al2bewe fl:fl9, gral2beme
rai!>in 1.11 AI mumble 0.66 LE
wail 2.37 AI fable 3.47 LE
stain 2.62 AI buckle 2.35 LE
quaint 2.40 AI beetle 8.10 LE
faith 7.87 AI jingle 1.50 LE
haunt 0.53 AU hanger 0.60 NG
ftaud 0.72 AU linger 1.5,' NG
sauce 4.76 AU stung 3.53 NG
haul 8.25 AU cling 5.53 NG
launch 5.61 AU jingle 1.50 NG
fray 0.59 4.Y croak. 1.02 OA
hurray 1.62 AY boast 2.25 OA
sway 4.02 AY foal 2.44 OA
:relay 5.99 AY foam 5.85 OA
spray 9.08 AY oath 5.75 OA
spade 0.71 A...E spook 0.20 00
flake 0.99 A...E droop 1.55 00
grape 2.35 A...E gr.oom 2.00 00
slate 2.66 A_E brood 2.46 00
crane 6.90 A...E spoon 7.89 00
munch 0.25 CH barrow 0.32 OW
launch 5.61 CH bellow 1.29 OW
leech 0.40 CH mow 2.45 OW
choke 1.09 CH willow 7.17 OW
thatch 1.53 CH crow 7.86 l,':~
frock 0.11 CK cope 1.93 ( .E
bracket 1.81 CK poke 3.03 0, E
snack 2.78 CK stole 7.48 0";:
ra.olt 7.07 CK choke 1.09 O...E
buckle 2.53 CK quote 1.40 O_E
yeast 3.31 EA phantom 0.89 I?H
scream 7.48 EA orphan 1.87 PH
preach 0.45 EA aphid 3.23 PH
cheat 1.09 EA phase 5.19 PH
sQueal 1.83 EA photo 6.17 l?H
keel 2.48 EE quilt 5.48 QU
deed 3.70 EE quaint 2.40 QU
jeep 5.64 EE squeal 1.83 QU
leech 0.40 EE quote 1.40 QU
beetle 6.10 EE squash 2.71 QU
siege 1.18 IE faith 7.87 TH
shriek 2.26 IE thatch 1.53 TH
pier 5.80 IE oath 5.75 TH
grief 6.~1 IE jute 0.43 U...E
yield ~I. '(7 IE duke 1.86 U...E
stripe 0.86 IJ; vulture 2.50 U_E
revise 2.65 IJ; cure 7.54 U...E
vine 4.65 I...E fuse 2,2u II E
missile 6.64 I...E NB some words contain more than one
slime 0.76 I...E target grapheme.
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APPENDIX 21
Subject SP - Analysis of Target Graphemes in the Second List of
Regular Words

--'-target *prior *mapp *cond. number total mean
grapheme prob. freq. prob. of "word "word
--~ words freg. f~

AI 0.0026 5 0.734 5 16.37 3.27
AU 0.Orn4 4 0.818 5 20.8'7 4.17
AY 0.0012 3 0.970 5 21.30 4.26
A_E 0.0111 7 0.651 5 13.61 2.72
CH 0.0045 3 0.640 5 8.88 1.78
CK 0.0026 1 1.000 5 14.10 2.82
EA 0.0047 6 0.576 5 14.16 2.83
EE 0.0026 2 0.979 5 18.32 3.66
IE 0.0011 5 0.482 5 23.12 4.62
I_E 0.0086 5 0.589 5 15.56 ~.11

LE 0.0057 1 1.000 5 14.08 2.82
HG 0.0033 1 1.000 5 13.03 2.61.
OA 0.0012 2 0.933 5 17.11 3.42
00 0.0027 4 0.570 5 14.10 2.82
OW 0.0022 3 0.502 5 19,09 3.82
OJ 0.0043 7 0.785 5 14.93 2.99
PH 0.0022 1 1.000 5 17.35 3.47
QU 0.0022 2 0.876 5 13.80 2.78
TH 0.0051 3 0,732 3 15.15 3.03
U E 0,Q030 '1 0,703 B 14,63 2,83

* prior probabilitYI mapping frequency and conditional
probability from Berndt) Reggia and Mitchum (1887)
.•word frequencies of occurrence from Carroll, Davies
and Richman (1971) .
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APPENDIX 22
Subject SP - Performance on second List of Regular Words, indicating
g:rapheme-to-pho.lemFcorrespondences selected for remediation.

target prior mapp condo number mean % oorreot
grapheme p:tob. f:req prob. of word responses

~jords fraq.
Vowels

* A_E 0.0111. 7 0.651 5 2.72 a
* LE 0.0086 5 0.589 5 3.11 40
* EA 0.0047 6 0.576 5 2.83 40
* O_E 0.0043 7 0.785 5 2.99 60
* U_E 0.0030 7 0.703 5 2.93 20
* 00 0.0027 4 0.570 5 2.82 40

BE 0.0026 2 0.979 5 3.66 80
AI 1.).0028 5 0.734 5 3.27 20
OW 0.0022 3 0.502 5 3.B2 80
AU 0.0014 4 0.818 5 4.17 W
OA 0.0012 2 0.933 5 3.42 40
AY 0.0012 3 0.970 5 4.26 40
IE 0.0011 5 0.492 5 4.62 40

Consonants
i.E 0.0057 1 1.000 5 2.82 100
'rH 0.0051 3 0.732 3 3.03 100
CH 0.0045 3 0.640 5 1.78 80
NG 0.0033 1 1.00c.. 5 2.61 80
CK 0.0026 1 1.000 5 2.82 80PH 0.0022 1 1.000 5 3.47 40QU 0.0022 2 0.876 5 2.78 100

* selected for remediation
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APPENDIX 23
Subject Sf? w Training Te~ts

First Training Set Second Training Set
Hard word word word

r.req. freq.
~est 1 Target U Target O_E

ccra.pe 7.00 Cjuote 1.40
pa.'1e 3.29 grove 5.81
stare 10.28 dome 4.40
rave 0.12 poke 3.03
shave 1.75 robe 5.15
crane 6.95 oOPe 1.93
blaze 7.30 mode 4.84
flake 0.9'1 ohoke 1.09
slate 2 66 sale 5.15
shame 8.56 aros"! 11.97

MEAN FREQUENCY 4.888 4.477
Test 2 Target I_E Target U_E

crime 7.06 prune 0.89
dine 1.33 duke 1.96
stride 3.19 amuse 3.32
lime 6.96 cute 3.86
bribe 0.59 jute 0.43
glide 3.96 oure 7.54
stripe 0.86 fuse 2.20
revise 2.65 vultUre 2.50
hike 5.65 crude 10.41
thrive 3.22 oube 9.20

MEAN l!'!:1EQUENCY 3.547 4.231
Test :3 Target 00 Target EA

spool 2.73 leash 2.08
100m 5.56 streak 8.34
brood 2.46 squeal 1.83
roost 1.66 cheat 1.09
hoot 1.16 gleam 4.07
spook 0.20 tease 3.89
scooter 0.54 scream 7.48
moose 8.14 yeac;;t 3.31
droop 1.55 bleat 0.62
hoop 6.34 preach 0.45

MEAN FREQUENCY 3.034 3.316
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APPENDIX 24

Subjeot SF - Non-word Reacting Responses
Target Responses
Trial first second third fourth
trass tl:'ace task task trace
fl:'ouble furnble ?umble burble fC')rble
skl:'lng screen J sink syringe
ketter kettle kitten kettle c
Uland o c islend c
gresent greased c greent c
garty granty e kara.ty 0
shild shuged shied shred shield
ristory 0 restOl:'e c restore
barden pardon pardon c 0
vand c vained vend 0
foon c c c c
foad food c c food
dattern c c c c
kire kree oreep la-ee knara
flant 0 0 flint c
surl skurl sourl ~kur1 shur1
gleat greet greatly gently gleant
lansion lanson landen lawns 0
scarrow square soore S9arrow squirrel
rasket risked rust rest c
broupe borrow 0 brap 0
houndry youndry haunder 0 c
juiz quiz 0 joze c
plinio J?l.nt pencil penoil plens
tecial tendal tebral 0 tremble
rawn rown c 0 0
pusk c c pest pask
sovelty softer safety salty salty
bUnt bult blight betting c
oisle osold oal.and osill c
onfant o onflat onfute 0

o = correot response
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